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Governor William J.' Mills left yesterday tor Raton to attend the dedication ol the Elks' new home and to certain road matters. He will return
tomorrow.
Mr. Clark Is Back.
'Territorial Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark, has returned from Roosevelt county. He cut
short his expected trip 'to various counties.
Torrance County Assessment.
The total of the assessment of Torrance county is $1,208,275 and the total tax duplicate $52,078.33. The valuations are as follows:
.
,...$270,915
Land .......
Improvements ..... . ..... . . .198,895
37,310
Horses and Mules
18,605
.
Cattle
...... ... 91,570
Sheep
...453,040
Other Property
Hazing in National

,

Guard.

"The manner and method of hazing
of some of the members of Battery
'A' during the recent encampment in
the mountains west of Roswell by
some of the members of the
'Shag Nasty Club' has been brought
to the attention of Judge Pope of the
Fifth Judicial District and the Judge
said that he would present the matter to the officers of Battery 'A' and
to prevent a
ask their
some of the alleged tactics of the hazers. It is also rumored
strongly that the matteT will be investigated and sifted by the coming
grand Jury. Roswell Morning News
Certificates.
The department of public instruc
tion has awarded the following teachers in Union county certificates:
Second grade William Anderson,
Maud Bryan, Nelle Chapin, Grace L
Goe, Nettie O. Hannaman, M. F. Nix,
Mrs. William Roberts, Elsie Saunders,
W. J. Shuler, Leon Sparks, Nannie
Williams and Arthur Wooten.
Third grade Mayme Cornellison,
Dora Cornell, Mattie Cunningham,
Vina Dlmit, Pearl Harston, O. L. HemOlive Henry, Edena
phill, Cam H
Lakey, Henrie Layton, Bertha Long- est, E. E. Malcom, Almeda Manspeaker, D. J. Miller, Maude Miller,
A. J. Roberson, Eva .Simon, J. T.
Trautham and Clay Vaden.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Denver, Colo., Aug. 23. A bandit's
softly modulated voice and an ex
tremely courteous manner of address
ing women passengers of a stage coach
held up in the San Miguel canon of
Colorado in 1910, caused the arrest of
Alexander Peterson, accused of the
crime at Pagosa Springs, this state.
He will be brought to Denver today to
answer an indictment returned by the
federal grand jury last November.
The stage was held up by a lone bandit, who took all of the valuables from
the five men passengers, but refused
to accept Jewelry and trinkets prof
fered him by the women. Although he
rifled the mail bags, he got nothing
of value. The total haul amounted to

afternoon.
Files Near Ground.
Atwood's flight this morning was
made within 300 feet of the ground.
The air was thick with haze and
there was a light Southwest wind,
conditions being about the best for
$50.flying since Atwood has been in New
York. Taking his course by the New
W. H. ANDREWS GETTING
York Central tracks for the greater
THINGS FOR NEW MEXICO.
part of the distance, Atwood passed
over Amsterdam, at 8:16, SchenecFourth Cavalry May Be Stationed at
tady at 8:37 and Albany aj 9 o'clock,
Alamogordo and Next aBttleship
reaching Castleton seven miles south
Will Be Named.
of Albany at
and circling about
in search of a landing piece.
He
Special to the New Mexican.
D. C, Aug. 23. Delegate alighted at 9:20 and was met by sev
, Washington,
Andrews this morning registered eral of his representatives, who had
at the White House and the Navy De- made arrangements for his fuel sup
partment for the first dreadnaugh bat- ply.
Crossed Hudson at Albany.
tleship now being constructed to be
From Schenectady, he left the railnamed after the new state,
He also called at the war depart- road tracks and headed directly to
ment and made a request that the Albany. As soon as he came in sight
Fourth U. S. cavalry under command of the city, he turned to the southof Colonel Steever be stationed at west, and flying at a height of about
Alamogordo until sent to the Phil- 300 feet skirted the suburbs and
This request was made by crossed the Hudson river, steering
ippines.
the delegate at request, of a lengthy directly for Castleton.
petition received from Alamogordo,
Shortly after his arrival at Castleheaded by W. E. Carmack and O. G. ton, Atwood announced that he would
Cady, and numerous other citizens of await the arrival of pontoons for his
that: city:;. Major General Leonard machine and probably would not start
Wood took the telegram and stated for NewYork until about 5 o'clock.
he thought there would be no trouble Atwood's ' pontoons, which were
in having this done at the request of shipped here from Fort Plain, were
the delegate.
sent to Castleton in an automobile.
Your correspondent was with the They are made of aluminum and are
delegate on both these instances and to be fastened to the two sides of the
can certlfiy to this being a correct machine. They hold about 60 cubic
statement.. The delegate will be de feet of air.
.. k.
tained here 'for several days on
..
In Manhattan Tomorrow.
various matters pertaining to the wel
"It will take at least three or four
fare of the people of the new state hours to adjust my machine," said
of New Mexico.
Atwood.
"My plans are undecided.
Mexico Is now a I
Being that-Nemay resume my flight late this aftare
istate, the various departments
ernoon and may defer it until tomormore friendly and give far more con row
so as to get an early start and
sideration to New Mexico now than make
the direct flight to New York
.
when fi territory.
city. I feel confident of landing their
-

New-Mexic- o.

'

;

.

.
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Supreme Court" News.
The territorial supreme court was
In session this morning. Chief Justice
iWilliam H. Pope presided with Asso
ciate Justice Parker, Abbott,
STRANGER FELL IN LOVE
WITH "MONA LISA."
Wright and Roberts present U.
S. Attorney David J. Leahy, Attorney
General Frank W. Clancy, Deputy U No Explanation Yet of Sensational
S. Marshal J. H. Smith and Jose D.
Theft of World Famous Picture
Sena, clerk of the court, were in at
From Louvre.
tendance. The court disposed of the
......
following:
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Paris, Aug. 23. Louis Lepine, the
No. 1422. J. H. O'Reilly vs. John W.
Colbert et als., appellants. Submitted prefect of police, frankly admits complete mystification in regard to the
on briefs.
No. 1384. G. W. Bond, et al., vs. disappearance from the Louvre of
Unknown heirs of Juan Barela, de- Leonardo de Vinci's most famous work
ceased, et al., appellees (Socorro). Re- known generally as "Mona Lisa" but
set for argument August 25.
popularly called by the French "La
Joconde."
Up to this afternoon not
No. 1396. Valentina Chaves de
sole surviving parent of Antonio a trace of the picture or the thief
Padilla, deceased, appellee, vs; A. T. had been found. It is generally con& S. F. Ry., appellant, (Valencia). ceded that even a dull person would
have perceived the impossibility of
Reset for argument'August 26.
selling a work so well .known, and
and
Louis
1393.
No.
Thomas Howard
J. Destree, a copartnership doing accordingly psychological explanations
business under the firm name of How of the strange case are sought The
at the Salon Carre, where
ard and Destree, appellees, vs. B. I attendants
the
had the place of vhonor for
arpainting
(Curry),
Kitchell et al., appellants
juve years, now leu ol naving wuu- gued and submitted.
No. 1394. W. W. Shoucalr, appel- dered at the rapt and longing regard
given the portrait by a young man,
lant, vs. North British and Mercan- - who
during recent weeks, frequently
London
and
of
Insurance
tile
Company
the Louvre.
visited
:
Edlnburg, appellee, (Curry). Argued
The official belief was expressed to
and submitted.
Me-che-

Pa-dill- a,

No. 1397. W. ,D. McBee, appellee,
vs. Pat O'Connell, et al, appellants,
,
(Curry). Argued and submitted.
The court then adjourned until 10
a. m. tomorrow.
Santa Fe County's Assessment.
County Assessor Trinidad Alarid
--

--
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-

25,-50- 0:

--

tomorrow."

BEEF AND PORK ARE
ADVANCING IN PRICE.
Rise of Three Cents Per Pound
Last Sixty Days by Packers
of Kansas City,

In

:

Ex-Go-

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Aug. 23. "HOLD
COTTON FOR THIRTEEN CENTS"
is the advice to be formally given to
the farmers' organizations by a com
mittee consisting of Senators Williams
of Mississippi, and Owen, of Oklahoma, and Representative Burleson
of Texas, representing a conference
of Senators and Representatives from
seven cotton growing states. The committee will urge that state banking as-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
City, Mo., Aug. 23. An In-

m

specs

at It Offices.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican i
Chicago, 111., Aug, 23. E. P. Ripley,
president. of the Atchison, Topeka,
and Santa Fe railroad, said last night
that unless business conditions im
prove it will be necessary to reduce
.the wages of tne sixtj thousand em
ployes of that company.
, Two Hundred Clerks Dropped.
An order issued by the management
of the Chicago & Northwestern railway company dispensing with the ser
vices of about two hundred clerical
workers led to a report last night that
a drastic policy of retrenchment was
being enforced.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X
NOTICE OF GRAND

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
DAKOTAS AND MINNESOTA. X
X
Coldest Point Was at Dickinson Where
X
Thermometer Registered Thirty
X
Degrees..
X
Leas-to
Wire
New
(6y Special
Mexican)
X
23.
was
Frost
Duluth, Minn., Aug.
reported back of Duluth last night. X
The lowest temperature here was 41 X
The coldest point In the X
degrees.
Dakotas was at Dickinson where the X
mercury registered 30 degrees, and X
32 was reported at Lisbon and Napo- X
leon. There were frosts at Bismarck X
and Swift Current and at Campbell, X
Minn.

LODGE

MEETING

X
X

:;V

,

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
- X
A. A. KEEN,
X
Grand Secretary. X

communication
special
of the M. W. Grand Lodge of
New Mexico, A F. & A. M.,
will be convened In the city of
of Santa Fe, N. M., on Thurs- day morning, August the 24th,
at 9:00 a. m., in the hall ot
Montezuma Lodge No. 1, for
the purpose of laying the cor- ner stone of the new Scottish
Rite Cathedral.
All Master Masons sojourn-ing in the city of Santa Fe are
cordially invited and requested,
to be present and attend.
By order ot the Grand Mas-A

ter.

--

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

ia

,

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlcaa)
London, Aug. 23. Progress toward
settlement of the labor troubles at
Liverpool was made today when- the
chairman of the tramway company re
instated a number of strikers on his
own responsibility.
'
Dockmen Still Out.
The dockmen are still out pending
a settlement with the Tramway men
bufc the railroad men of Liverpool are
resuming work in increasing num
bers. The trouble at Liverpool resulted from the refusal of the munici
250 strikers
The
pality to
employes wh6 had remained loyal
throughout the strike threatened to
quit work if the 250 men were taken
back.
Men Return to Work.
Today's action of the chairman of
the tramway company in taking back
some of the strikers will lead, it is
believed, to an early agreement by
'"
-

pends Two Hundred Clerks

ity.

'

C. J. Gavin of

--

crease In the price of beef, due, it is
said, to the summer's drouth, has arrived. The wholesale price of the best
grades of beef has jumped three cents
here in the last sixty days.
Prices are still on the upgrade and Feels Gloomy and Wants to
F. W. Robinson of the wholesale beef
Reduce Wages of Santa
department of Armour's plant, said
Fe's 60,000 Men,
today he was unable to tell when the
advances would stop.
Pork as well as beef is on the advance. Inferior beef may be bought RAILROADS IRE RETRENCHING
now at about the same price as sixty
days ago, but the packers say there
is light demand for the cheaper qual- Chicago & Northwestern Sus-

-

No. 865.

n

"Kansas

BEATTIE APPEARS 80MEWHAT
;
HAGGARD BUT STOLID.

(Bv Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Raton, N. M., Aug. 23. The Gate
City of the New State is in Gala at
The
tire today.
flag and the purple and white are
proving the dominating adornments.
The Elks from all sections of the
Southwest have gathered to dedicate
the beautiful home of Raton Lodge,

Governor Wiliam J. Mills, and Hon.
Denver are the guests
of honor. Judge Gavin is a member
40
of No. 1 Lodge which numbers
members. The building is a magnifi
sociations
"The
against
bearish movement of the speculators." cent structure of brick and cement in
colonial style and is exquisitely furWhat was referred to generally as the nished. It
;
cost $40,000.
"threatening condition of the cotton
market," was thoroughly discussed at TWO PERISH IN SNOW
STORM ON PIKES PEAK.
meetings today and last night Among
the participants were Senators Will
Man and Wife Overcome by Cold
iams and Owen, Representative Un
at Windy Point as They As
derwood of Alabama, Democratic leadcended the Sumrfiit.
er of the House; Representative Hef-liof Alabama, Brantley and Hughes (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Colorado, Springs, Colo., Aug. 23.
of Georgia, Burleson and Beall ot
instruction received today
Following
Texas; Garrett, of Tennessee; Hum from Dallas, Texas,
'relatives, the bodot
Small
of
and
Mississippi,
phreys
ies of Mr. and Mrs. William A. SkinNorth Carolina. A number ot them ner, who perished from cold and exare large cotton planters.
posure during a storm on Pikes Peak
The committee issued a statement on Monday night, will tonight be sent
which read: "It seemed to be the opin- to Dallas, their former home, for burion of all that there was a
ial. Coroner Jackson has decided
being made
principally
that an inquest is unnecessary.
through the instrumentality ot the
Don't Freeze to Death.
speculative element of the New York
The bodies were found near the
cotton exchange to break down the summit late yesterday, the couple havprice of cotton. It was the opinion ing started to walk to the top of the
of all that the present statistical con peak Monday afternoon. In the man's
dition of cotton did not justify the pocket was found a letter from a
lowness of present quotations and friend in Texas. It said: "I
you
that the estimate of 150,000,000 bales are having the time of yourhope
life in
was unjustified by any facts on which Colorado. Am
sending an overcoat as
a prediction could be sanely based and you
requested.
Hope you don't freeze
that moreover even if a fifteen million to death on Pikes
Peak."
bale crop were in sight, the world's
Caught at Windy Point.
supply still probably would fall short
The last seen of the two was by pasof the world's demand for cotton to
on the down train at 4 o'clock
sengers
one
million
more
than
the extent of
Monday.
Skinner, who was about 55,
bales because of the exhaustion of
the present visible supply of carried then expressed doubt ebout reaching
the summit. Mrs. Skinner, who was
over spot cotton.
"This opinion was based on the ten years younger, was confident and
latest advices from Egypt, India, they continued the journey. It is beChina and other cotton producing lieved they reachea Windy Point,
where the bodies were found, about 7
countries.
' "This committee was also
requested o'clock. At that hoar a snow storm
to communicate in some way with the broke and the temperature went down
presidents of the several state bank to 10 degrees above zero.
ing associations in the cotton states
asking them as far as possible to BRITISH RAILWAY COMPANIES
throw their moral and financial sup
ARE HEAVY. LOSERS.
port behind the effort to counteract
the bearish movement of the specu Decrease of Half Million Dollars in
lators with the view of obtaining a
Weekly Receipts of London
fair price for the farmers cotton."
& Northwestern.

RIPLEY WEARS

day that the portrait was taken by a Court Room Is
Stifling Hot and Prisperson who, disguised as a workman
oner's Aged Father Begins
entered the museum between 7 and 8
to 8how Strain.
v ;
o'clock this morning.
The Louvre was closed today.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chesterfield Court House, Va., Aug.
FATAL ACCIDENT AT
23. Two additional jurors to try
CHI NO COPPER COMPANY. Henry Clay Beattie, Jr., for his life
on a charge of wife murder, were choEngineer Stapleton Killed and Con. sen here this afternoon at a brief
ductor Jaimeson of Santa Fe'
session of the circuit court. With fouris Hurt.
teen men in the box and sixteen nec(By Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican) essary in order that four may be
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 23. At the
Chino Copper Company mines near peremptorily discharged .by the deSilver City, New Mexico, this after- fense, a brief recess for luncheon was
taken. Of the fourteen men now in
noon, Engineer John Stapleton was
killed and Conductor Jaimeson and the box, al but two are farmers. Beat-ti- e
appeared- somewha' haggard today
Stapleton's fireman, were injured
when two loaded ore cars ran down but sat stolidly as the talesmen were
hill Into the approaching train. Sta examlnel. It was stifling hot In the
pleton's family lives at Grand Junc- little court room and the prisoner's
tion, Colorado, and Jaimeson is from aged father showed discomfiture.
Santa Fe. Accident was on the Santa
Fe railroad.
FROST IN TWO

has sent to the territorial traveling
auditor the tax roll of Santa Fe county for the year 1911 which was approved yesterday by the board of county
commissioners. The traveling' auditor has made a comparative abstract
of the property subject to taxation of
Santa Fe county for the years 1910
and 1911 which shows a net gain over
the assessment of 1910 of $1,028,440.
The figures show values as returnclasses of prop
ed upon
erty, the first column of figures
shows valuation 19x0, and the second
1911; third shows increase or de
crease:
;.:.&':''. ;
Agricultural lands, $134,369; $133,
153; decrease, $1,216. x x
Improvements on same, $85,635;
X PUBLIC INVITED TO
$77,750; decrease, $7,785.
X
CORNER STONE LAYING. X
Grazing lands, $186,658; $986,590; X
36
The public Is invited to the X
j
increase, $799,932.
i. Improvements on same, $48,041; X corner stone laying at . ten X
X o'clock tomorrow forenoon of X
$23,491;-Increas- e
$24,550.
City or town lots, $159,761; $168,222; X the Scottish Rite Cathedral X
X at the corner of Washington- X
5
Increase, $42,414.
X avenue and Federal street The X
Timber lands and Improvements,
X ceremonies will be interesting J X
$25,740: increase, $240.
Coal lands and improvements, '41 f X and Grand Master Edward L. X
X Medler will officiate.
X
500; $37,500; no change.
Mineral lands other than coal, $150, X ernor L. Bradford Prince will X
X deliver the oration.- ,.r X
(Continued on Page Five.)
the-vario-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Albany, Aug. 23 With 135 miles of
his 1,165-mil- e
flight from St. Louis to
New York to be covered, Harry N.
today landed at a point just
south of Castleton, after (Jlylng 65
miles from Fort Plain, In one hour
and 47 minutes. He made the trip
with but one stop, necessitated by a
leaky gasoline tank at Glen, near
Amsterdam, and will continue on his
way to New York at 5 o'clock this

'

all parties.

'

AND

BOY

GIRL

ARE

VICTIMS REVIEWED

Third

Companion May Die,
While the Fourth Was
Slightly Injured.

Wire to Ner Mexican)
(By Special
Albuquerque, X. M., Aug. 23. During a severe electric storm yesterday
afternoon at VaugKn, Guadalupe county. New Mexico, a wagon driven by
W. C. McAdams, 17 years of age, of
Dalhart, Texas, and Joseph Beatty,
struck a hole in the read and the
horses could not pull it out. The men
tied a rope to the wagon tongue and
were preparing to move the wagon
when it was struck by lightning. The
current tan 'jip the tongue and rope,
killing McAdams instantly. Beatty
was rendered unconscious and may
die. One horse was killed. The oth
i
er was not injured.
. Girl Killed
By Lightning.
Estancia, N. M., Aug. 23. A mile
and a half from Lucia the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. S. Heal
was struck by lightning and instantly
killed. Her sister, who was with her,
had her knee badly burned, but was
The children
otherwise' uninjured.
were herding sheep and when a thunderstorm came up, ran to their tent
for refuge. Shortly afterward a bolt
hit the tent. The injured sister crawl,
ed a mile and a half to the house,
and told the mother, who ran through
the storm to the tent and, almost frantic, carried the body of her little
daughter to the home. The father
was some distaste away working on
the railroad. The funeral was held at
Estancia at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
This summer, in New Mexico, about
thirty people have been killed by

lightning.
NEARLY TWO THOUSAND PAY
LAST TRIBUTE TO GATES.
Imposing Funeral Ceremonies at Plaza
Hotel in New York City this
Forenoon.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Aug. 23. Nearly 2,000
persons gathered at the Plaza Hotel
today to pay their last tribute to the
memory of John W. "Gates. Three
whole floors of the big hostelry where
the late financier made his home in
this city, were used for the funeral arrangements. The mourners came from
all parts of the country and flowers
arrived by the carload from far distant points.
The funeral services were conducted by the Rev. Wallace MacMullen
of the Madison Avenue Methodist Episcopal church, assisted by the Rev.
J. W. La Grone, of Port Arthur, Tex.
The funeral was attended by large
delegations representing the Gates

business interests In Port Arthur and
Beaumont, Texas, and., while the ceremonies were in progress here there
were memorial services at Port Arthur, attended by citizens from other
Texas points touched by the Gates interests.
Crowds surrounded the hotel during
the services this morning and a special detail of 100 police was on guard.
Mr. Gates' body will be kept In
a receiving vault at Woodlawn cemetery until the family decides on its
final resting place.
Gates Left Immense Fortune.
New York, Aug. 23. Mr. Gates left
an estate valued at $30,000,000 'to $40,- 000,000 according to former Justice
Henry A. Gildersleeve who drew Mr.
Gates' will a year ago last spring."
The bulk of the estate Is left to his
widow and his son Charles G. Gates
equally. There Is a clause which pro
vides that none of the - property can
be sold within ten years, it is said,
unless ope of the heirs dies in the interim, Mr. Gates idea being that all
properties In which he had invested
would greatly enhance In value.
The beneficiaries under the will also
include relatives, friends and former
employes, the total amount of whose
legacies will aggregate about ,$1,000,
000 in bequests ranging frorf $1,000 to

Enormous Losses.
The weekly traffic returns testify
to the enormous losses resulting to the
railway companies from last week's
strike. The London and Northwestern railway's report alone shows a
decrease of $505,000 in receipts for the $200,000.
"
week.
ONE PERSON DEAD, TWO
FATALLY HURT IN FIRE,
JUDGE BORDWELL REFUSES
TO QUASH INDICTMENT.
Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of
Edwin T. Eacl, Proprietor of Los An-- ,
Damage Done to Chancellor
Hotel at Parkersburg W. Va.
geles Express and Tribune Accused of Publishing Stolen
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Parkersburg, W. Va., Aug. 23. One
Aerogram.
person is dead, two are fatally hurt
(By Special Leased Wire to- New Mexican) and the Chancellor Hotel is damaged
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. .23. The to the amount of $50,000 as the result
motion made in behalf of Edwin T. of a fire which started in the seventh
Earl, proprietor of the Express and floor of the hotel here today and
the Tribune, to quash the indictment spread to rapidly that for a time the
in which he was charged with having entire business section was endangerillegally made public the contenets of ed. Joseph Hall, a colored boy, was
an interpretated aerogram, was denied killed, and Mrs. Hal? also colored, and
today by udge Bordwell.
Roy Dews, aged 12, were fatally hurt
The motion contained the allega- by falling walls. Search is being
tion that the grand jurors who found made in the ruins for other bodies.
the indictment were prejudiced. Judge
Bordwell said he. found nouiing in the
motion which corresponded with the X SPANISH VETERANS
X
statutory definition of what constitut- X
AGAINST CANTEEN. X
ed prejudice.
S4
Oklahoma City, Aug. 23.
Immediately following the denial X The United Spanish War Vet-- X
a demurrer to the Indictment was X. erans at their annual encamp- - X
filed. It was argued in the demurrer X ment went on record as op- - X
that the facts stated in the indictment X posed to the
X
did not constitute an offense and that X of the army canteen.
X
the indicment was- ambiguous.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
--

Forty-Fift-

BY PRESIDENT TAFT

National

h

Encamp-

ment of Grand Army at
Rochester, New York.

(By Special Leasd Wire to New Mexican)
Rochester, X. Y., Aug. 23. The fast
fading ranks of the Grand Army of the
Republic gathered in Rochester for

the

forty-fift-

h

national encampment,

passed in review before President Taft
this morning.
As the veterans en
deavored to keep step to the music,
they presented a sight that stirred the
hearts of thousands of spectators to
pity. Scores of the old soldiers could
not stand the strain and dropped out
before the parade reached the President's reviewing stand in Washington Square.
The parade halted at
frequent intervals to give the veterans opportunity to rest.
Reviewed By President.
President Taft, on arrival, was escorted by the Twenty-nintU. S. Infantry through the main streets.
Bombs were fired at Intervals during
the press of the presidential automobile. Those in the reviewing stand
with the President included Adjutant
General Verbeck,
State Committee
man George Aldridge, Commander In
Chief Oilman, Justice William E. Wer
ner, Governor Reld of Vermont and
his military staff and Congressman
Danforth.
Kansas Veteran Found Dead.
W. Mercer, a G. A. R. veteran of
El Dorado, Kansas, was found dead
in his bed in a rooming house today.
Still a Mighty Host.
Not in several years have the Grand
Army veterans turned out in as large
numbers as for today's parade. More
than 25,000 had registered up to last
trains
night and early morning
brought in additional Grand
Army
posts. The main parade began to
move as soon as the Presidential parade reached the reviewing stand In
Washington
Square and President
Taft had taken his seat.,.,
Taft Guest of Dunn.
After reviewing the parade. President Taft was driven to the residence
of former Senator and State Treasurer Thomas B. Dunn. Tonight, the
President will attend the camp fire at
h

'

the convention hall and address the
veterans.
At the conclusion of the services,
the President will go direct to his car
at the New York Central station. He
will leave Rochester at 8:55 p. m.
A Mild Sensation.
The first business session of the national encampment will be held tomorrow when the election of officers
will be held. A mild sensation was
created by the charge that General

candidate for

commander-in-chie-

f,

was claiming the support of
President Taft in his canvass. That
brought prompt denials from Washington that the President was taking
sides in the election or had expressed
any choice.
Officers Elected.
The affiliated organizations are holding daily sessions. The Union veterans Union
James A. Hard,
of Rochester, commander-in-chieThe
National Association of Union
last year's officers.
Centralized government was abandoned and home rule adopted by the army
and navy union. The National Woman's Relief Corps held its first session
today.
f.

CONFERENCE OF GOVERNORS
OF STATES OF UNION.
Will Be Held at Spring Lake, New
Jersey 12 to 16 Will Be Big
Meet.
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Spring Lake, N. J., Aug. 23. Plans
for the annual conference of governors of the states of the Union, to be
held here on September 12 to 16, were
made public today after a consultation by Governor Wilson ot New Jersey, chairman of the committee on arrangements; William George Jordan
of New York, secretary of the last
and former Governor
conference,
Franklin Fort, who Is at the head of
the entertainment committee.
Employers' Liability, Inheritance
Tax, fixing of intra-stat- e
rates, and
public utilities and prison labor will
be the principal topics discussed.
It is expected that 37 governors will
attend, which Is four more than the
number which attended that called
by President Roosevelt In 1907 at the
White House. Two notable absentees
Governor Johnson of California, and
Eberhart of Minnesota will be detained at home by state business.
On the opening day, Governor Wood-roWilson will make an address of
welcome, to which Governor Joseph
M. Carey, of Wyoming, will respond.
-

A

.

"ORGANIZATION" FORCES WIN
IN MOOSE ELECTION. '
(By Special Leased Wire to Wew Mexican)
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 23. The organization element in the Loyal Order
Moose now assembled here in an
nual convention, was overwhelmingly
victorious in yesterday's election ot
supreme officers, according to the results as given out officially today as
follows:
Dictator, Arthur H. Jones,
Indianapolis, Ind.;
Ralph
W. Edonges, Camden, N. J.; Prelate,
Walter E. Dorn, San Francisco; Treasurer, D. F. Crawford, Pittsburg-- , Pa. '
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THE BANDOLERO.

The Little Store

(By Mrs. O. A. Foster of Las Cruces.)
I wander through the woodlands and

envy

Fe surrendering 263 miles from
to Guaymas In' Mexico.

No-gal-

Hay Fever and Summer Colds
MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
AND WE RECOMMEND

Stabbed In Breast.
Juan Hidalgo while quarrelling with

Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound

Ignacio Contreras at Juarez, in back
of the Jockey Club saloon, was stabbed In the breast with a long knife
and may die. Contreras was arrested.

The singing birds their eongs,
Caroling away In the tree-topAs if there were no wrongs.

For quick and definite results.

a blackbird,
Santa Fe Train Kills Cow.
Steal a worm from a brother bird,
- The
Santa Fe passenger train from
And gulp it down with the sweetest
Albuaueraue to El Paso ran into a
note
cow near Las Cruces and entered the
Of triumph I ever heard!
Pass City with its "cow" catcher
spattered with blood.
And then he hid "neath a
While his mate fed the young in
A New Paper.
the nest
"El Llbertador," is a new Spanish- And winked his wise eye blandly,
English weekly which has made Its apAn stroked his gay red vest.
pearance at Tierra Amarilla, Rio Arriba county, with F. L. Sosa as editor
and
I wander through the woodlands
and Felipe J. Martinez as president
And yet, I saw

DENVER

'The Best

I

BREAD

Know In Every Loaf"

fern-fron-

TRY IT

isn9nv Avas3Na3M

6i 'zz

For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUCH
that follows SCARLET FEVER, for
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH, for
of whatever origin including CHRONIC
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound

d

For sale by all druggists.

landlady, Mrs. Mary Hicke, was convicted of conducting a disorderly
house. The two women claimed that
they had been Invited to supper by
two prominent businessmen of Phoeenvy
nix. The case against Mrs. Brown was
The singing birds their songs
Big Ranch Deal.
dropped but other girls arrested durs
tree-topin
the
Caroling away
S. M. Winters of Hagerman, Chaves ing the raid have left Phoenix. Mrs.
As if there were no wrongs.
county, has iraded his farm of which Brown formerly worked on the Las
400 acres are in alfalfa, to G. C. Cau-blVegas Optic and on an Albuquerque
and John Leatherford, of Texaa paper and Is seeking a divorce from
for property at Big Springs, Texas. her husband.
Santa Fe, Telephone No. 40.
The consideration amounts to $140,-00Southern Corner Plaza.
ROOSEVELT DID EVERYTHING
ALL CASH PURCHASES.
TICKETS WITH
WE GIVE REGISTER
THAT HE COULD.
Bound Over for Forgery.
Cleaned Up Gambling Games.
Jose Enriquez was bound over at El
General Orozco at Juarez confiscat- He Worked for Statehood and is Sorry
Paso on two charge of forgery.
ed $12,799.77, American money, in his
That He Was Unable to Do
At one
More.
raid on gambling resorts.
a
Fire.
Has
Clovis
$8,725.50 were on the gambling
place,
About $3,000 worth of damage was tables. The American consul is makProbate Clerk George W. Armijo todone by fire to the Leepy brick buildreceived the following letter from
release
strenuous
for
efforts
the
day
ing
e
ing on the business street of Clovis. of the American gamblers.
his
Rough Rider comrade, tho
of the United States,
Postal Bank at Albuquerque.
Theodore Roosevelt:
Woman Indulged Too Freely.
On Friday of this week, Albuquer
A colored woman under the influ- The Outlook, 287 Fourth Avenue, N, Y.
will open a postal savings bank,
que
Office of Theodore Roosevelt.
Chaves
ence
of liquor, at Dexter,
Don't forget our bread
These lines are like home to us.
some two months behind Santa Fe.
August 17, 1911.
county, tried to drive across the SanMy Dear Comrade I have done evFe railroad crossing and was run
ta
Thirteen Year Old Boy Lost.
Bio;
While she es- erything I could to get statehood for
Thirteen year old Willie Cox has Into by a freight train.
serious injury, the new buggy New Mexico, and also for Arizona. I
caped
Mounhome
been missing from his
at
was smashed to splin- am exceedingly sorry that I could do
she
Phone, 191 Black.
tainair, Torrance county, since May. ters occupied
and the horses dashed across no more.
Sincerely yours,
the prairie for miles.
Died of Infantile Paralysis.
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
Pelagio Casaus of Fort Sumner,
Will you tell Governor Curry and
Woman Killed and Men Wounded.
Guadalupe county, lost two sons from
In the Casino saloon at Juarez, Captain Muller this?
'
infantile paralysis.
To the signature, the letter Is type
Francisco Largos and Manuel Largos
were wounded by bullets, the former written, but from and including the
Residence Burned to Ground.
In the Jaw, and the later 'n the abdo- signature, it is in the characteristic
The residence of Fred Hunter at
men, in a drunken quarrel with four Roosevelt "scrawl."
Mayhill, Otero county, was destroyed other men.
Carried Editor on Their Shoulder. .
Shortly before, Maria
by fire caused by a defective flue.
In. a driving rain, hundreds of en
aged 20 years, received a bulTorres,
thusiastic citizens of Raton paraded
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
let in her chest and died soon
New Customs Collector.
the main streets of the city, each car
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
ALFALFA SEED.
Camillo Arguelles has been appoint
rying a lighted broom for a torch, and
ed customs collector at Juarez. He Girl
Sentenced to Have Legs Broken. celebrated the admission of New Mexsucceeds Alonzo J. Aspe.
Fe
ico to the Union. The excited throng
house in
The only exclusive
In juvenile court at Pittsburg,
Minnie Johns was order to placed John A. Cutler, editor of the
Arrested for Burglary,
have her legs broken and set straight. Range, on their shoulders and he
Jose Vasquez was arrested at El The
limbs are frightfully de made an address.
Paso on the charge of burglary pre- formedgirl's
Senator Smith Is Pleased.
and
the cast was progressive,
Phone Black ferred by Francisco Garduno.
F. W. Farmer of this city, state orPhone Black
but the parents refused to permit the
of the Brotherhood of Yeooperation and wailed loudly when ganizer
New Bank Building.
man, today received the following telthe judge pronounced his sentence.
The Estancia Savings Bank has de
egram from Senator Smith of Michicided to erect a new Duilding for its
gan, chairman of the Senate commitMinisters.
Assaulted
quarters. The structure wiil be of
C. A. Cates was held at Corona, Lin tee on territories:
D
dobe.
"Telegram received. My part In
coln county, for the grand jury and on
ten months. They have hundreds of
Chickering Bros.
the charge of assault with intent to bringing about statehood has been a
satisfied customers in New Mexico
Bush and Lane.
Death of Healthseeker.
murder and carrying concealed weap- real pleasure.
and
Arizona.
Learnard-LindemanJames M. Horner for over a year a ons. Cates is accused of drawing a
Co.
"WM. ALDEN SMITH."
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
resident of Albuquerque, died t f ta revolver on several Adventist minisSchiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
at the age of 42 years.
ters who offered him only fifty cents
Victor
terms will prove to prospective plane berculosis,
a piece for taking them from depot WOOD'YS HACK
Learnard-Llnbuyers that the firm of
Died of Blood Poisoning.
to camp meeting grounds, when he
Milton and the World Famous Cecil Ian deman Co. will meet every customer
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. demanded $2. The ministers paid the
The
Interior Player- Pianos, and many more than half way In making
Prom
. Hines of Safford,
Arizona, died of sum demanded but brought complaint
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat blood
a
bruise
caused
by
of
court.
in
the
poisoning
BARRANCA
peace
TAOS
justice
This firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not on to his foot.
car loads of pianos during the past I of doubt and uncertainty.
Meets
Both North South
Interfered With Officer.
Married at Albuquerque.
LEARNARD-L1NDEMANPedro Gutierrez and Guadalupe
CO.
N
Bounds Trains.
Miss Valderia E. Slaughter and C. Baca were arrested at Albuquerque
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
H. Roberts were married at Albuquer- on the charge of Interfring with an
the north bound train and arrives at
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CUR10 CO.
que yesterday afternoon by Rev. J. W. officer, the complaining witness being Taos at 7
p. m.
Rogers.
Romolo Urbano, deputy sheriff. Other
Ten miles shorter than any other
arrests were that of Luis Diaz who way. Good covered- hacks and good
Trails Constructed.
was fined' $5.00 for being drunk; teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
The U. S. forest service has just George Haskell and Ambrosio
Garcia, furnished commercial men to take in
completed twelve miles of new trails who were given five days each for im- the
surrounding towns. Wire Embudo
In the Manzano mountains near the
bibing too freely, and Logan Thomp-kin- s Station.
head of Bear canon.
and Bdnifacio Gonzales who were
arrested for disturbing the peace.
Santa Fe Officials Visit.
General Purchasing Agent M. J. Col
Failed to Perfect Appeal.
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
H. KERR
lins and General Storekeeper N. M,
Vollie Musgraves, sentenced to five
coal
mine
AGENT
of building
HUBBS
LAUNDRY.
Rice, of the Santa Fe, are In New years in the
penitentiary for stealing
Mexico on an inspection trip.
two horses from B. Hurst, at Dexter, Phone us, we will be glad to call for
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
Chaves county, must serve out his yeur laundry on Mondays and TuesEditor Deported.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
sentence for having failed to perfect days and deliver on Thursdays and
Jose Marli Villaverde, editor of tho his
appeal. He made three attemptj Fridays.
paper Cuba at Havana, s been de to break out of the
All work is guaranteed; your socks
county jail at Ros-wePhone Red 100
Phone Red 100
to
Cuban
the
ported
govern
Spain by
and has been in- the penitentiary are mended and buttons sewed en
ment because of his newspaper at
for safekeeping. During his trial, in yeur shirts without extra charge.
tacks on President Gomez.
which the defendant relied on charac- PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
ter evidence, District Attorney L. O.
Gives
Bond.
Mayor
Fullen unexpetedly exhibited a picture
N.
Juan
Medina, mayor of Juarez, of
in convict's clothes
Musgraves
has given $2,000 bond. He had been
while in the Arizona penitentiary.
caught last week when the raid was
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
made on gambling places by General
Las Vegas Woman in Raid.
Orozco.
Mrs. Grace C. Brown, formerly of
La Salle
Las Vegas, who claims to be' a niece
Another
Change,
Newspaper
PEACH
FOR STANDARD
CHAS. Q ANN, Prop.
The Rincon Valley Recorder of Rin- of former Governor Haskell of Okla
was arrested at Phoenix, Ari
AND
BOXES
Telephone 11.
con, Dona Ana county,
has beea homa,r
indecent conduct, in a raid Two
zona,-foSmith
from
bought
Eliza
by
George
Doors
Below P. Andrews Store.
SEND YOUR ORDERS TO
beth Hendrix Roberts, who recently on a resort called the St. Elmo. The
Regular Meals 25 Cents
became the bride of her manager.
Short Order at all
!
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WE WANT ALL OF THE "BOY BLUES," AND THE GIRLS TOO,
TO TRADE WITH US. WE HAVE MANY THINGS FOR THEM;
POCKET KNIVES, LITTLE WAGONS, BALLS AND BATS OH,
LOTS AND LOTS OF THINGS.
THE BOYS AND GIRLS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME
IN
OUR
STORE; AND "A BOY CAN BUY FROM US JUST AS CHEAP AS
A MAN."

GOOD EATING!

Oilthevery bestand Sardines,

Imported

old-tim-

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto

Six

Phone

It

i

Phone 14

l

New and Full Assortment

45

PIANOS

PIAN05

OUTING

HATS

of

Sao Juan Potter)

Unique

Latest in Hand Color
in; Post Cards.

Artistic
Framing.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco Street.

Why Import Mineral Water ?

Santa

LEO HERSCH

SUMMER

MEXICAN

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
grain

THAT

FOR

RETAIL

&

WHOLESALE

45

If Its Hardware We Have

14.

Loaves for 25c.

LOUIS NAPOLEON

.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

:

WHEN

:

YOU CAN GET THE

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
elivered to your house.

Patronize home Industry.

Leave orders

WATER CO.

LINE

Jesse-Frenc-

-

TO

-

R.

J. CRICHTON

AND RETAIL VvfOOQ
A)aa1
oa1 WHOLESALE
Screened
Lump
RATON
YANKEE

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,
Sawed

Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.

Vvjood

and Kindling.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

ffiEZTUr9.Srjof
85

Telephone

Telephone 85

.

LUMBER & COAL YARD

W.

run

material

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
lmProved and unimproved Gty Property, Orchards
andRancies; Also a Dumber of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

FftR

CAT

P

JillX

h-i-

Modern Residences for Rent.

ll

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

J

'

R M. JONES.

103
Palace Ave.

,

FRUIT BOXES

Restaurant

APPLE,
PEAR

436 Canon Road.

Phone

19

Black.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor to
Williams
B. P.

have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
I

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
Phone 199 Red

Santa Fe, N.

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

LIVERY STABLE

-

FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE, N. M.

M

Hoars
HOW'S THIS?
BOARD BY THE WEEK $6X0
Grasshoppers in Valencia county.
W offer One Hundred Dollars Re French Noodle Order 20c.
It is four' years since Valencia
a dish
county has been bothered with grass- ward for any case of Catarrh that can
New York Chop Saer tOc.
not
Cure.
be
Hall's
Catarrh
cured
by
hoppers, but this year they are again
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
doing damage to alfalfa and other
We, the undersigned, have known F.
growing crops.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly honorable in all
Smallpox on Street Car.
A case of smallpox was discovered business transactions and financially
on an El Paso street car by Immi- able to carry out any obligations made
For Best Laundry Work
gration Inspector Lawler who ordered by his firm.
all people on the car vaccinated and
Waldlng, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
the car fumigated.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Inter- BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
nally, acting directly upon the blood
Traded Railroads.
The Southern Pacific and the Santa and mucous surfaces of the system.
Fe systems have traded railroads, the Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop.
Southern Pacific giving up to the Per tot tie. Jold by all Druggists.
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!-Santa Fe, 242 miles from Needles to
in
and
Phone
the Santa pation.
Mojave
Red No. 21.
California,
Phone, Red No. 2

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single)
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
u
trade is what we want.

ARE

NOT

A

CUSTOMER

HERE, YOU

tit

SHOULD

"
4

J

Don Caspar Ave.

Zook's Pharmacy

Your

-

in Meed of Anytttor
in the LIVERY LINE.
Drivers Furnished.

Per hire at popular prieee Buggies and saddle hers,
C0MICKS HACE Ulffi
THEODORE CCX1ICK,
PheM Week 11

Phone
213

BE.
1

Wbei

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

We offer you only the HIGHEST CLASS OF GOODS whether it be seriously
needed DRUGS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES
The quality we uphold. We use
the most careful methods In catering to your pleasure to make every deal a satlsiac
:
f
tory one. ANY DRUG OR MEDICINE YOU GET HERE 15 RIGHT

IF YOU

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

9

WITH US

'Phone

cuVLL

Imperial Laundry

'

.

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL
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NEWS.

GOOD

Many Santa Fe Readers Have Heard
It and Profited Thereby.
"Good news travels fast," and the
thousands of bad back sufferers In
Santa Fe are glad to learn that

prompt relief

within their reach.

Is

Many a lame, weak and aching back
is bad no more, thanks to Doan's
Our citizens are tellKidney Pills.
ing the good news of their experience
with the Old Quaker Remedy. Here
is an example worth reading:
Miss Adela Arias,. 106 Griffin St.,
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The splendid results I obtained from the use
of Doan's Kidney Pills several years

pro

poms and poOfiiil

Out for Wood row.
The Sierra County Free Press of
Hillsboro, has declared for Woodrow
Wilson tor president What appointive job is E. D. Tittman after ndw?

maries and the election of delegates
to the state convention, despite the
fact that Governor Mills has not Issued a proclamation for a state election, the Republican territorial com-

mittee has not apportioned the

dele-

gates for the various counties and
Trick.
Gradually the people are seeing has as yet taken no action for a camthat the "holler" for the Flood reso- paign. At the time the call was publution was a political trick deliberate- lished the president had not even
Melrose signed the bill. Albuquerque Herald
ly endangering statehood.
ago has been permanent and for that Index.
reason, my confidence in them has
Good Men to the Front
I suffered from a dull.
increased.
is
It
Francis
Newspaper.
greatly to be desired that both
Buys
of my back
hevy ache in the tosmall
David Francis, former governor of parties place in nomination for state
headaches and
and was subject
I always felt tired, had Missouri, and ambitious to go to the. and county offices the very best men
dizzv snells.
was in poor health' U. S. Senate or to be nominated for within their ranks. By so doing the
and
no ambition
new
when I procured Doan's Kidney Pills. the presidency, has bought the control first state officials of this great
to start the
It did not take them long to cure of the St. Louis Republic, to further state will be competent and
iwork of development
progress
me, and from that day to this, I have his ambitions.
which Is bound to come at once.
stateconfirmed
ihe
public
willingly
The only condition attaching to
ment I gave in January, 1907, tellRepublican Club Meeting.
ing of my experience with Doan's President A. A. Sedillo has called a New Mexico's entrance into the Union
must vote upon an easier
Kidney Pills."
meeting of the Bernalillo county Re-- ; Is that she
For Bale by all dealers. Price 50 publican club executive committee and method of amending her constitution
however, will not be an issue
cental. Fostei-MilburCo., Buffalo, officers for tomorrow evening at
'
New York, sole agents for the United h.iniiermio tn nrrani
fnr the state in the first state election. It is a
matter of the personal views of the
States.
campaign.
voters and party lines can not be
Remember the name Doan's and
drawn upon it. Albuquerque Herald.
take no other.
Do You Mean It?
Let us as Republicans nominate the
Like Rose Leaves at Vallombrosa.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
best men- we have in our party to fill
Candidates for office will soon be in
rtAalftroa nf linnnr Tn nnr tibw
forth
(Not Coal Land.)
.ot)le rule. Rinr nnl- -' evidence, like the leaves of the
do
will
Arizona
of
est.
The
of
the
people
Interior,
Department
itics wil never win in the long run.
well to scrutinize wifS microscopic
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Let us start
will
and
be
victory
right,
care the character and claims of these
July 29, 1911. , ours. Las Vegas Optic.
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
applicants for public favor. The test
of fitness should be rigidly applied,
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
Gillenwater Calls Meeting.
30, 1906, made homestead entry NO.
W. H. Gillenwater of Albuquerque, with entire disregard for the
Particular care should be
for lot 4, SW 4 SW
signing himself chairman, has called
taken to avoid bestowing favor and
Sec. 24, and the W 2 NW
Sec
e
y becfhus
25, Township 15 N Range 11 B., N. executive committees of Bernalillo Jwer upn fn
m,f
this
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
haHl
county Republicans to meet at the 5Lpurporto ? bf
intention to make final five year proof, county court house tomorrow fore-- . When a rancher hires a farm
when a merchant hires a clerk or
to establish claim to the land above noon at 10 o clock.
.
manager, or wneu any group oi men
described, before Register or Receiver, U. S. l.and Office at Santa Fe, May Be Nominated but Not Elected. set about employing ah agent for a
of
N. M., on the 14th day of September,
responsibility, the
O. L. Owens, a pioneer citizenof position to high
be decided is not: Does
1911.
Clovis and a lifelon" Democrat hail question
he "believe" this or that, but is he
Claimant names as witnesses:
from the state of Kansas, will be linnoef and araVilA onH
la a Vtottp
Pedro Rivera, Jose Romero, both ing,
in the field shortly as a candidate for
for tne
th(m any other
of Pecos,, N. M., Enriquez Romero, of the
equlpped
of corporation commisArizona Republican.
Glorieta, N. M and Candido Rivera, sionerposition
new state of New Mexi- applicant?
in
the
M.
N.
of Santa Fe,
in-co. Owens has many friends who
j
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Republican Senators Sure.
tend to push his candidacy for all they
The Democratic Albuquerque corresRegister.
A Political

-

tt Tt

-

1--

9734-0765- 8,

1--

1--

Vi

fa

Notice for Publication.

1--

9735-0765-

five-yea-

bel, of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL B. OTERO,
Register,

If

a

yu

nfnn Vawfl tn that noncr Aara faa
that the first Btate legislature of New
If there are any Republican factions Mexico is certain to be
Republican and
anywhere in New Mexico, if there bameg the apportionment for that
are self seeking politicians who con- jje continues:
sider tin interests of their party sec- "prominent among the Republican
ond in their own interests, they should naniHdateR fOP th
Spnt r r,nvm.
in this coming
struggle or MIlls Deiegate in Congress An- m me nisiory or Kepuoiicamsm m tne
drewSj National Committeeman
sink all other considerations mon Luna judge A. B. Fall, T. B.
Of
the party Weal. Las Catron, former deleeat. and rharlPf.
except that
Vegas Optic.
Snrineer. a millionaire minintr and
stockman of Cimarron. Former Gov- Leahy for District Judge.
ernor George Curry is
the num- Santa Rosa, N. M., Aug. 23. The re- - erous candidates
for Congress, while
port reached here from Las Vegas f0rmerGovernor Otero is an avowed
that Captain David J. Leahy, United candidate for governor. Among the
States atorney for New Mexico, would Democrats,
H. B. Fergus- probahly accept the nomination for son and A. A. Jones are considered the
district judge in ihe new district to leading candidates and W. B. Walbe composed of Guadalupe, San Mig- ton
and O. A. Larrazolo for
uel and Mora counties. The news congressmen. O.
N.
Marron
of
was no sooner received than a decid- Albuquerque,
is said to have a
ed boom was started for him here.
strong following for the nomination
for governor."
A Little Previous.
The morning organ announces that
The Optic's Slate.
the "committee" will arrange for pri- - - The political pot is already begin
No

Not coal land,
"'
uepartment of the Interior,
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 29, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
Lopez of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
30, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
for the NE 4 of Section
25, township 15 N, range 11 E, N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before register or receiver, U.
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 14th day of September, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses: Jacinto Ortiz of Rowe, N. M Jose L.
Martinez, Bicente Lucero, botn of
Pecos, V. M.; and Juan Gonzales Isa

want anything on earth

Try

New Mexican want ad.

In Meadow City.

Self-Seeke-

ill
iRIQictjxufrL
H 275 "

J51.

Detroit Mich.

CKAS.CCLOSSON,

;.

financial complications will arise. Territorial taxes will be collected as usual,
and obligations, including bonds, will
be secure.
In the case of Arizona provision was
made by Congress in an act passed
February 16 for the levy of taxes in
the usual way until 1914. No matter
if a territorial legislature is not called, the taxation system for all the
usual appropriations, will go ahead.
This is guaranteed, by act of Congress.
New Mexico is equally well provided for by act of the last territorial
legislature, which enacted a provision
that in the event of no other session
being held, all appropriations would be
continued. Schools and all other public institutions will be provided with
funds in the ordinary manner of taxation.
Those in authority
emphatically
state that investments in the two territories are as safe as ever they were.
Statehood means, of course, they say,
that there will be a general improvement in conditions, but the affairs of
the territories will go along in the
same way as in the last four or five
years.
Delegate Andrews yesterday morn
ing, on hearing the reports affecting
territorial finances, wired Governor
William J. Mills of New Mexico, and
last night received the following re- Ply:
Hon. W. H. Andrews, Washington.
Entire territorial bonded debt is
$970,000, $668,969.37 now in territorial
treasury to credit of all funds. All
bonds due have been paid. The $8,500
certificates of indebtedness .become
due March 1, 1912, and will be paid.
Territory In excellent financial condition. Surplus in all funds and all appropriations to charitable and territorial institutions have been paid or
money on hand to pay them when requisitions are made up to end of fiscal
year ending November 30, 1911. Levies for next fiscal year made and ex

148 Baid Hightl

Bu-
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Territory Finances Good.
Delegate Cameron, cl Arizona, and
Delegate Andrews, of New Mexico,
referring to a recently published interview, declared yesterday that no

ar

FRANK

Wr.

CLANCY,

PHOENIX

IS GIVEN

PARK BY GOVERNMENT.
Fine Bridge to Be Constructed Across
WeathLittle Colorado-iwor-st
er in World.

ington, Oregon, Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Utah, California, Nevada, New
Mexico and Arizona are prospering
and crops are good. Climatic conditions doubtless account in large part
for this.
Torrid Washington.
No matter where he may have come
in Washingfrom the congressman
ton during the past summer has fretted at the heat and has yearned to be
"home." It may not have been much
more comfortable at home, but distance, as always, has lent enchantment, and the general vote has been
that the climate of Washington is
about the worst in the world and that
almost any other place would be preretreat. As
ferable for an
a ma.tter of fact the records of the
weather bureau have pretty well sup-

Aug,

eiagiiyfg

1911

9,

M.

agalnMae clean sweep awarded f irst and
.second all the prizes' there were in. her class in ten days Teliacllity
iron Hinneapolla to Helena Montana. Hardest, pontest any light car)
ieve.r entered, one thousand three hundred ninety miles oyer mountains

to Arizona and New

Mexico

It

will cost $84,000.

AND

MINING

Sierra County.
of Denver, the new
general manager of the U. S. Treasury
Mining Company, is expected to arrive in Chloride shortly to take personal charge of the company's operations at that point. In blasting foundations for an ore chute and assay
office at the U. S. Treasury they have
demonstrated the laws of specific gravity, "that what goes up must come
down," and unfortunately the mill
roof received a rock shower bath that
lets in "the sunshine and the rain."
Sierra County Advocate.

perfeot scores and only one other oar of any price a marmon f2700r
finished uerfeot.. Cars penalized Inoluded packard stoddard-daytahbot-detramplex maxwell cole irit hupmohile and other small fry.
Shis .Is second great victory for IT ADDERS TWENTY in a month other
was three perfeot road, fioores In Iowa little gild den no other $800

DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR
THE SOUTHWEST

Academic

INSTITUTION IN

LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC

IAL,

and Preparatory Courses from Separate Departments
Send for Prospectus
Boarding and Day Students.

Studies Resumed
September 5th.

BROTHER EOWARO.

PRES.

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War De
Institupartment as "Distinguished
tion." Army officers detailed by War

Hurrah!! for Statehood!!
and Everybody is Glad

!

DON'T FAIL TO MAKE YOUR POOR, TIRED,
ACHING FEET GLAD, TOO !
We have just received a large shipment of our new Fall
Styles for MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN. They are by far
the most stylish line that has ever been shown in your city.
Each and every one has a STYLE AND DISTINCTION all of
its own. From our stock you may select a model to please
your own individual taste.
FOR MEN we have the celebrated line of STETSON SHOES
noted for their style, comfort and

durability. These shoes are the
product of the very finest
obtainable.
shoe-maki-

ng

We also carry a complete line
of FORBUSH and EXCELSIOR
SHOES for the more conservative buyer. In all of the new
lasts and styles either button or
lace. In Patent Leather, Gun
Metal, Vici Kid and Russian

Calf.
D

FOR LADIES
we have all the latest

short vamps,
nob toes, or the extra
high button boot. Don't
let us fail to show you

styles

our line of
VELVETS, SUEDE,
GUN

VICI

METAL,

KID,

ot

;

EDITORIAL

oit

car on earth can stand up with

in hard road work and
in this latest contest she went out. of her class and trimmed the four'

thousand dollae fallows

.

Do not allow your kidney and bladder trouble to develop beyond the
reach of medicine. Take Foley Kidney Pills. They give quick results
and stop Irregularities with surpris.
ing promptness. For sale by all
.

SHE STUDEBAEER CORPORATION

,

E-M-

.

Do You

'

You will be proud of the appearance of your feet if you will
let us fit you in one of these new styles.

SEE OUR LINE OE

SCHOOL SHOES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
THEY ARE THE BEST BY TEST.

'

'

.

AND RUSSIAN CALF.

FLASHES

Know About That?
And what do you know about Ft.
Sumner? All the saloons here have
been kept tight on Sunday for .the
last few weeks and by all indications
they will continue to keep the lid
on tight on Sundays and holidays.
betterOne more step towards' the
ment of Ft Sumner. Fort Sumner
Review.

What

FLANDERS TWENTY

'

;

-P

10.57 P.M.

Charles C. Closson, City Agent, E. M. P. Automobiles,

Faotorie-

:

drug-gists-

(

Phone, Black 9.

Santa Fe,

N. M.

try

under

certain conditions. The statehood bill
received the president's attention first.
Then, seizing a new fountain pen,
President Taft supplied the necessary
authority for placing the Colorado
law upon the statute books.
$84,000 Bridge Over Little Colorado.
Washingtn, D. C, Aug. 23. Delegate Ralph Cameron has introduced
a bill to grant over 12,000 acres of
land In Maricopa county to the city
of Phoenix for a park.
$84,000 Bridge Over Little, Colorado.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 23 The
commissioner of Indian affairs has
awarded a contract and the interior
department has approved it, to the
Midland Bridge company, for a bridge
across the Little Colorado river in

Jarvis Richards

plains worst roads in America and rained most 'very day mud huh
c!Che two FLA3DER3 were
fdeep
only cars. In her class xto finish with

Register.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

Taylor-Guggenhei-

vertiser.
(

Can-

Department
Through Academic course, prepar
ing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
ported this statement.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
Carey Act Lands.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pret.
Washington, Aug. 23. The
bill granting one million
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
additional acres of public land to ColW .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
orado under the terms of the Carey
and W. A. FIIJLEY.
act was signed by the president and
For particulars and Illustrated cabecame a law. Previous to the offer talogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
ing of the signature the bill lay side
by side on the president's desk with
Superintendent
the resolution granting statehood

Otero County.
W. B. Bates, one of the Orogrande
miners, has opened a great body of
ore. Samples are at George Warn-ock'- s
store at Alamogordo and the as
say runs $1$ per ton, and the lead
grows richer. Mr. Warnock, himself
a miner, says Mr. Bates, is liable at
any minute to break into the richest
vein of gold ore ever discovered in
the west. Mr. Warnock has samples
from hlsi mine that assay richer than
the Bales ore. Both mines at present
are of silver and lead. The Warnock
mine is in the White mountain district while the Bates mine is at Orogrande, many miles from each other.
A big strike of rich ore is sure to be
the next sensation. Otero County Ad

Letter

Claimant names as witnesses:

dido Rivera of Santa Fe, N. M.; Pedro
Rivera, of Pecos, N. M.; Enriquez Rivera of Glorieta, N. M.; Bicente Lucero
of I'ecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

COURSES-COMMERC-

Although President Taft may be
technically enjoying a vacation at
Beverly, his staff are unahle to delude
themselves that they are doing the
same. The president literally works
while he plays and so do his suite.
Crops Below Average.
While the remainder of the country
is suffering very generally from poor
crops, the far west seems to be more
than holding its own. Maine is a notable exception, its crops being practically normal, but some other states
are making a very poor showing be
cause of drought. The irrigated states
are fortunate i" such seasons. Wash-

lish claim to the land above described,
before the register or receiver, TJ. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe N. M., on the
14th day of September, 1911.

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

Attorney General
Washington Post

MINES

and

'.

2

Arizona.

PLASDERS

.

9733-07C5-

DELIVERY NO.

-

BE.

s

tended on tax rolls of counties. Tha
Notice for Publication.
treasurer and auditor have given me
Not coal land.
the above data, which they certify to Department of the Interior,
be correct.
WILLIAM J. MILLS.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Governor.
July 29,1911.
The attorney general of New Mexico
Notice Is hereby given that Romaldo
telegraphed as follows:
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
Hon. W. H. Andrews, Washington.
30, 19UC, made homestead entry. No.
Section 11 of the appropriation act
for lot 0, and SE
W
of 1909 provides that when any subSec. 24, and E
NW
section
23,
an
sequent legislature fails to pass
township 15 N, range 11 E., N. M. P.
appropriation act the same appropria
filed notice of intention
tions made in that year shall be ex meridian, has five-yeproof, to estab
tended for every fiscal year thereafter. to make final
There has been no subsequent legislature, and necessarily the same appropriations continue and tax levies
have been made to cover them. Territory has full power to collect. Tbe
territory is financially able to meet
every obligation.

and deHvart this night httefgram suafet to
clarence m. mack y. pncnonir.i

.RECEIVES AT

193

ning to simmer in San MlgJ'.-- l county.
While it is too early to secure much
light on the probable nominees of the
two parties, it is being quite generally talked about that Captain David
J. Leahy, United States attorney, will
be asked to become th"e candidate on
the Republican ticket for district
Judge and Judge Clarence J. Roberts
is believed to be a candidate for suCharli-W. G.
preme court judge.
Ward will be a candidate for his pres
ent office of district attorney and As
sistant United States Attorney Herbert Clark is talked of, for the same
'
position.
John H. York is again spoken of for
the assessor's position, and talk is
heard of running Don Eugtnio Romero for the first state senate. As
far as San Miguel county is concern
ed the Republicans may be depended
upon to get together, canvass the situation carefully and in perfect harmony nominate the strongest ticket
that can be selected.
Hon. Solomon Luna is being urged
to allow his name to be placed in
nomination for governor. The politi
cal lines will be mor'e clearly drawn
within a few days, as the importance
of the campaign makes it imperative
that the battle begin early and be
waged without intermission until the
results of the first state election have
been accomplished.
Las Vegas Optic.

miwmm

night

The Postal Jtlegraph-Cabt- o
Company (tocqrparated) transmit
tbs taws ant Comfitlou printed an ttaback of this Mask.
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The present board spf education and
the one that preceded it, have done
well by Santa Fe and its public
THE NEW TXLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
schools. The introduction of manual
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER
training and domestic science this
Vice President.
Editor and President.
year, ought to, and no doubt will, inCHAS. M. STAUFFER,
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
duce the present board to make arSecretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
rangements for the erection of a manual training school in the Fourth
Entered at Second Class Matt er at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
Ward, which is the only ward without
93.50 a school house and yet has the greatRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mall
est need for it. The housing of the
25
Daily, pe week, by carrier
1.00
Weekly, six months
manual training school and the doDaily, per sconta, by carrier.... .75
2.00 mestic science
.65 Weekly, per year
department in the
Daily, per month, by mail
50 basement of the High School building
7.00 Weekly, ?sr quarter
Oally, per year, by mall
is a temporary makeshift that must
be abandoned at the earliest possible
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
date, being unsanitary ana bad for
to
sent
Mexico.
New
la
It
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in
the eyesight and health of the pupils.
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation Fortunately, the school district has a
amort the Intelligent and progressive people of tie Southwest.
building fund and can erect
a modern structure without bonding
the city. No time should be lost in
taking this forward step.

SANTA

NEW MEXICAN

good-size-

TAKE
I SHOULD
SANTA FE'S FUTURE.
Santa Fe must be made the most j Something has gone wrong with the
the most modern, the editor of Leslie's Illustrated Weekly,
beautiful,
most healthful, the most prosperous He has developed an unmistakeable
town in the Southwest, it must lead; case of grouch, a fit of inuigo blues
not let loose the
i' it does not, it will foil behind other! or else he would
Santa Fe lowing yelp which occupies the place
municipalities.
has all the advantages and attrac- - of honor in this week's issue of the
tions to make it a great city Cut Weekly:
e
"The world seems to be upset.
there must be united effort and to
and distrust
prevail.
the improvements to keep the Nation.
" Wleu:
"B"""'
city abreast of the times will cost
archies undermined, while rankest so
money.
Narrow streets must be widened; cialism seeks its day.
"Great labor disturbances with
thoroughfares should be parked and loss of life are chronicled on both
be
should
asphalted; a sewer system
sides of the ocean. Bombs and dynainstalled; health and police regula- mite do their fearful work.
tions should be strictly enforced; the
"Lynchings, North and South, of
streets should be well lighted; parks
and guilty are reported. Mobs
innocent
should be laid out; a manual trainat
slightest provocation and
gather
ing school should be built and other defy the authorities. Rioters.young
would
that
improvements made
desecrate the Sabbath.
nnd
old,
stamp Santa Fe as a good town to Peaceful excursionists are insulted in
live in. The poi:nt is that these and our cities by young toughs and rowmore things can be accomplished to- dies of both sexes.
than tomorday much more cheaply
"The divorce courts are working ov
row or next year ' or next decade or ertime, and young women parade the
next century. They are bound to streets in costumes that the chorus
coir.e, and the present might as well Kirs 0f tjj stage have made notorious,
enjoy them and leave them as a her- - ridiculous and indecent. Chorus girls
Itage to the future. With the Santa are on every street in flimsy, clinging
Fe county debt lifted; with prospects garments and the whiteslave traffic inauspicious art; hopes high, Santa Fe creases by leaps and bounds,
should do systematic city planning
"Legislative bodies are debauched
and building. Says Popular Mechan- - by demagogues and rankest munici-Ic- s
for August:
pal corruption is widespread. The
"He is a wise man who learns prosperity of the country is overlook-froexperience, but he who learns ed, while upstart "uplifters" clamor
from the experiences of others is to be heard and climb for every office
wiser than the one who learns only in sight
"The blazing sun consumes the
from his own. If onlv our American
cities would learn from the .expert- - crops and the watert supplies of cities
ence of citites on the other side, great and small are threatened. Rain
s
there "would be, m years to come, refuses to fall and vegetation is
ed.
of
and Darks
striking beauty
"The theaters are crowded, while
which otherwise will be impossible,
or attained only at enormous cost the pews of the churches are empty
London has already Widened a few of and religion is at its lowest ebb.
"Under what sign of the zodiac are
its densest thoroughfares at a cost of
millions And nnw mans tr snend a We living?
"But God reigns and the world will
million dollars in the removal of two
Wimnarnt.iwlv small htifldinsra Tvhir.h. 6UrVTV.
Cheer up. Brother, biliousness Is
u
BROMO-SELTZE-

Agi-mak-

mst

The people in the country districts
have especial cause for rejoicing over
statehood. It will mean for their
children longer terms of public school
and ultimately free text books. The
land donations for the
generous
schools made

by a Republican

Con-

gress and President in the Enabling
Act, will bless this commonwealth
for all time to come. To property
owners, in Santa Fe county, comes
an additional relief for a Republican
Congress and a Republican President
provided that the taxpayers of Santa
Fe county be relieved of the onerous
burden that pressed like a heavy wet
blanket upon every enterprise in the
past two and more decades. It will
seem strange, if there is a single tax
payer in this county who will vote
any other than the Republican ticket

: How About

That Fire Insurance?

IS YOUR PROPERTY

THE

--

This is proving the greatest fruit
year in the history of Santa Fe. Everywhere in orchards, trees of all varieties are bent down low with their
burden and tons
are going to
waste because there is no market. In
sect pests, too, were scarcer this year
than ever before and had there been
systematic spraying, this vicinity
could have rid itself entirely of most
of the pests. If the Santa Fe and sur
rounding valleys desire to make a
success of fruit growing they must organize fruit growers' associations
which will see to it that trees are
sprayed, that a good market is found
for fruit, that express and freight
rates are reasonable, and that all can
participate in the general advantages
secured.

:

GENERAL AGENTS,

scenic highways.
They will come to
New Mexico too, eventually, but
there must be building of roads into

moss-grow-

d

n

MEXICO.

UNDER. NEW MANAGEMENT.

ESTABLISHED

,

n

casings, Base,

pry

Rli(1

Wainscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,

Flooring

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures ; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
We solicit a liberal share of your patronage.
Plans,
Specifications, Etc.

IN 1870.

i

5

Transacts a genera! banking business in all its branches.
Loans money n the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
six months' or years' time. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety
and the principles f sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

,

Window Frames,
Door Frames,

Mouldings '

Sash, Doors,

L

:
Capital Stoik, , :
$150,000
80,000
Surplus and Undivided Profits,

Santa Fe Planing Mill

Estimates cheerfully furnished

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON

The Palace Hotel

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS

'

The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:

FEW

"A. T. & S. F. Ry."

William Vaughn, Prop;
Qna of the Best Hotels in the West)
rooms in surra with pbivatb bats

i

Leave

connect with No 3 westbound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive -t Santa Fe 12:10
p. m..
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, west8.10 a. m.

CnUine

i-

and

-

Table Service
Unez celled

Cu

Large Sample
Room for

Com- -

inorcial Travelers

bound.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30

p. m.

',.-.-

WASHINGTON AVENUE

.

7:20 P. m. conect with No. 7 and
westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound
Returning fcrr'v at Sana Fe 11:1V
p. m.
D.
C. Ry.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. tor north.
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.

9

MONTEZUMA

fc-f- t.

About the 8a me.
George West Bainbridge, the secretary of the Street Protective alliance
of Dubuque, began a recent address
with the words: "In the past, when
two rich Englishmen met, they would
lay: 'It's a fine day. Let's go kill
lomethlng.'
"Now, when two rich men meet,
they say: 'It's a fine day. Let's go motoring.'
"It amounts to the same thing, does-

.

n't It?"

V

.

-

111

Assistant Cashier.

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

;

Caskier.

READ,

F. McKANE,

"

of-fr-

The Denver papers declare that five
thousand automobiles
from other
states' came to Colorado this summer
thus far to visit the beauty of forests
and mountains made accessible by

J. B.

OF SANTA FE.

Then Act !

COMPANY

MOULTON-ESP- E

1

PALEN, President.
L. A. HUGHES,

THE FIRST

FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!

on election day.

mountains and forests, for the average automobilist does not come to a
not
fatal.
of the Admiralty arches at Charing
state to view a dirty country village
;
Cross.
The removal
contemplated NEW MEXICO BEATS VERMONT or two, parched plains and dusty and
would provide the finest spectacular
barren hills. Unlock New Mexico'3
A joy to the eye and a powerful ar-street in all the city.
grand scenic beauties and attractions
summers
one's
"London, of course, Has been cen- - gument for spending
by completing such superb scenic
turies in growing, and even 100 years in Vermont, is presented by a beaut highways as that from Las Vegas to
sen its pitizens did Tint dream of it fully finished booklet issued by the Albuquerque via the Pecoa forest and
Our own. imori. Bureau of Publicity of the Green the Pajarito Park.
nnpsont snvstiwti
can cities, many of which will not Mountain State and printed at pub
reach their century mark for years lie expense. It gives a list of all the
There is some comfort in the statetn mmp will snm riav wnire nn tn daces in Vermont, and they are ment of "The American
Grocer," that
sumto
claim
being
a realization of what urban beauties many, which lay
the per capita consumption of intoxiof
they could easily have had if only the net resorts, their principal points
cating liquors in the United States is
nresent generation had been leas ah- - attraction, the names of their hotels on the decline, which added to the
two
of
are
there
rates.
Best
all,
and
sorted
in temporary utility and
further fact, that drinkers are gradumore thoughtful of the future. As score or more of page illustrations ally turning to the milder beverage
a rule we all build too small, and from photographs taken by an artist of beer from whiskey, leads to the
frequently before a structure is com- - in bis line, for they are a lure that hope that some day the per capita
pleted the owner regrets he did not the man with money in his pocket, guzzling of intoxicants will be much
nlan mnn liheraiiv Nnr is it niuvi. finds hard to resist. Between Lake less than 21.86 gallons
per year. For
sary to plunge into needless and use-- Champlain. and the Vermont hills the past five years the per capita avto
choice
of
Is
a
varied
there
places
less waste of money; the simple
erage annually has been 21.89 gallons.
Rnendincr nf mnnov laviahlv in nnr art. Summer, each With a Charm Of its
but it is possible to plan ahead to in-- 0WD
The Marquis of Queensberry upon
The book carries a hint and a sug-augurate public improvements the
landing at New York declared that
of
Mexico
to
New
Bureau
the
expense of which should be snread gestion
what the United States really and
over such a period of time as will put Immigration. The Albuquerque Morn- - most urgently needs is an aristocracy.
UDOn a coming
veneration Hs fair Jng Journal, tnis weeK, gave a grapn He evidently hasn't met as yet a baseshare of the burden, either of contin- - lc description of the beauties ot sev- - ball umpire, or the walking delegate
uation or completion of the work, or ral 01 wew Mexico summer resoris. of the bricklayers' union or the mayor
retirement of bonds on which money Tnls commonwealth has many more domo of an acequia. He still has the
was raised tn dn it w nri a nvat mountain nooks and canyons,, hot untitled aristocracy of this great naawakening her to a loyal rnlde each spring, natural parks, trout streams. tion to meet.
in his own city, for no town is so scenic roads, far superior to anything
An expert has reported to the state
small, nor any city so large, that it tnat Vermont can offer that ought
cannot do somethine to eive the nlace 10 De expioueo. wun printer s an ior tax commissioner of Michigan that
a distinction that its own people will tne be"11 ot thousands. Not Only in the mines of Michigan are worth for
enjoy forever, and visitors remark summer but In winter, New Mexico taxation $190,161,743, or more than
seek to attract part of - the three times the total assessed valuawhen thov ar within
it
WL should movement
that is always bound tion' of New Mexico. If the mines of
Breat
Paris, Berlin, Brussels, Vienna have
i
jj
a lumber state are worth that much,
each spent millions in this way, and Ior on resort or tne oiner.
what Is their value in a real mining
i
the results will justify the act for all
Hon. W. H. Oillenwater ot Albu state like New Mexico?
time. There is nn naed fnr
tn a)t
one
of
of
chairman
the
querque,
our
until
cities are
with
Colorado has secured another milcentral committees of the Reage; we can commence right now to
publican party In Bernalillo county, lion acres under the Carey act. Colomake a beginning."
has permitted his statehood enthusi- rado is a state and has ample repreIt attracts
THE LESSON THAT MUST BE asm to get the better of him and has sentation at Washington.
called a meeting of the executive com capital and enterprise and immigraLEARNED.
A hlllWln
nf tho Tlrv TTarmlTiv Cnn- - mittee to take measures preliminary tion in far greater degree than has
statehood campaign,
This mar thus far the Territory of New Mexico.
cress Btntps tw h
f v,Q
considering that But from now on, things will be
United States needlessly threw away Bem, a
no election nas Deer calld- - "at no
9,000,000 bushels of wheat this year
because thev failed tn tau
Kn. tn meeting of the territorial central
Even Mexico is raiding its gambling
retain the moisture in the soil after committee has been announced, that
places,
me
private and public, in fashionnas
Berna"
committee
county
the rains had fallen.
It gives as ex- UDon or oa wh,ch t0 able clubs and in saloons, because leample the case ot J M. Bradshaw of 110 Dasis t0
business cannot stand the
Peyton, Colorado, who threshed an'base action. However, no harm Is gitimate
drain of gambling upon the resources
as
as
and
lonS
of
Republicans
average
twenty bushels per acrejQone
from 100 acres, although only four meet t0 consider ways and means for of the country. Certainly, New MexiInches of moisture fell on the wheat victory of party principles and not co cannot afford to be any less defrom the time it was planted, Septem- merely for personal aggrandizement cent and businesslike.
ber 2, until the day it was cut, July or scheming, so long no fault can be
The rain of last night and yester,
lo, the year after. The land had been found.
day was general over all of northern
eummer tilled, carefully cultivated
and the weeds kept down the summer The El Paso Times says that prepa- and central New Mexico, which asbefore it was planted. That is one of rations are going right on for an Arizo- sures the full crops and the fine winMexico statehood celebra- ter range that the big rains in July
the tenets of scientific dry farming na-New
not yet fully appreciated in New tion at El Paso. The Pass City is be- had promised.
Mexico, where five to eight inches of ginning to feel the palsy of did age
rain fell in July alone, and yet, most and too rapid growth. In olden days Albuquerque has already landed the
It is
of the dry farmers are already com- it . wouldn't have waited a day tn Prohlbitiotf state convention.
plaining of drought. Declares the celebrate. New Mexico towns have going vigorously after the other three
bulletin: "Every farmer in the land already had their celebrations and state conventions. Santa Fe can not
could have done as Mr. Bradshaw .have gotten down to more Berlous expect to have things handed it on a
did with his little four inches of rain- business. The., New Mexican suggests gold platter.
fall, had he been intelligent enough to next Fourth of July or Christmas
Happiest Girl In Lincoln.'
study dry farming methods and will- 1912, as a suitable date for El Paso
A Lincoln, Neb., girl writes: "I had
ing to do the necessary work. Some to celebrate the receipt of the state
been ailing for some time with
day they will prepare to meet drought hood news.
chronic constipation and stomach
as they do ail other adverse phenomI began taking Chamberena of nature, and overcome It, too.'
Reciprocity, statehood for New trouble.
Mexico and Arizona,
apportionment lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and
There Is no accounting for tastes. and campaign publicity, are the four in three days I was able to be up and
At Santa Fe, the statehood celebra- achievements of the special session got better right along. I am the
tion was opened with prayer; at Las of Congress that passed Into history proudest girl in Lincoln to find such
For sale by all
Cruces with the opening ot several yesterday and they are distinctly Re- a good , medicine.
i
dealers.
publican and Taft victories.
.
kegs of free beer.
w

vf

I. J.

d

parch-avenue-

,
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Horrible Thought.
"Throgson,' have you decided on a
name for the baby yet?"
"Yes; we're going to call him
Maurice Updyke."
"Maurice Updyke Throgson, eh?
M. U. T."
" 'Mut!' Gee! That won't do! Bay,
Molly, we'll have to fight it all over

again!"
Too Rapid.

"I see by the paper that the play,

lng of checkers has been made unlawful In a Georgia town," said the southerner.
"Well," replied the traveling man.
T can understand why checkers might
be considered too rapid a game for
"
some
towns."
Georgia
Ypnkera
Welcoming a New Deal,
"I see that your trust Is compelled
to disband."
"Yes," replied Mr. Dustin Stax
"You seem very cheerful about tt,"
"Of course. Our enterprise has
never yet been readjusted without enabling some of us to take down
very comfortable profit."
A Good One.

"Is that corporation yon are interested in a good trust?"
"I should say it Is," answered Mr.
Dustin Stax. "It's good for several
millions in dividends every year."

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m., contents with Na
.
2 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.1S p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east.

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING
HATES $2.50 TO
The New Mexicoa rrmniig eos
THOS. DORAN
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
pany has prepared civil and crtmliial
$3.00 A DAY
Proprietor.
dockets especially for the use ot Justices ot the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings. In
either Spanish or English, made ot
good record paper, strongly and durably, bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
Index in front and the tees of justlcet
of the peace and constables printed
Regular Meals 25c.
in full on the first page. The pages Short Orders run Day & Night.
are 10
inches. These hooks are
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 3 pages each, or with 222 San Francisco Street
::
Q. LIPE HERRERA,
:: Prop
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
I2.7J
Civil or Criminal
Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.00
For 46 cents sti'aonaI tor a single
docket, or 65 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
toll must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
TO
printed heading is wanted.

Coronado Restaurant

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
) All Parts of The World

Herewith are some Bargains offered
b? the New Mexican Printing company; Cede of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound. 76c. Missouri
Pleading forms, 15; .Missouri Code
$6; the two for 110.
Pleadings,
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
full leather j 83.
Sheriffs Flexible
Ccver Pock't Dockets, single, 11.95;
tweer more hooka, $1 each. New
Supreme Court Reports, hTea
i and 19 inclusive, 83.30 each. Com
pilatlea Corporation Laws, 76 c
Mining Laws, 0 c Money's

MflflfiV

SdV

Dd

,nconveolnc by Purchasing Wslls

Domestic Money Orders,
mvuvj
Checks and Foreignftjj,
Money Orders

Travelers'

lU, Canada, Mexico 'HSSSr
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J

j

ji

J. D. BARNES, Agent

o

Com-llatien- -

Jlgest of New It.taee Reports, tuU
How Splendid.
sheea. ffcCO: full Hot aehoal blanka.
"Handsome!" she exclaimed. "On,
he was so handsome! He walked like
Right in your busiest season: when
a soldier,
was heavenly; he you have the leapt time to spare you
had dark, wavy hair and teeth like an are most likely to take diarrhoea and
actor."
lose several days' time, unless you
have Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea, Remedy at hand and
WASN'T SO PARTICULAR.
take a dose on- the first appearance
of the disease. For sale by all deal'
ers.

P"w.

HOTELS

-

,

,

MULLIGAN & RISING

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

daJhon1e,ht

try

130

RED:

.

108

Atf

Picture Framing TatWfully and Satisfactorily Dons.

wk

v

.

dJ&M

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS
SANTA FE
.....

,..

TO

Los Angeles,'
San Diego,
First Tramp Say, gimme a swelv
ter cheece er.ndwich..
Waiter (to Second Trsinp) Wot do
yer want?
Second Tramp Gimme the holes
out de sweltzer cheese dat me partner
'

ordered.

San Francisco,

San Diego,

$41.90

'

'I50.90
'

.

km

delivered.

to tefcx art sistsfctf to tat ttrs aitsaett?

.

RETORNINQ

IW JSand

SOFT DRINKS

art toOt

x, x x
Miaeral
Water.
Spring;

ranjEWttHZZ,
CUoulne Artec

OC8CCU,

'

Via Portland, $68.35

Tickets on Sale Daily Until

September 30th.

Well Fixed.
I know a happy plumber

RETURN

LIMIT, OCTOBER. I, If if

I.DEALER IN..

,

Liberal

Who never Is In want,
And almost every sumnMr
Be takes a pleasure jaant

Slop-Ove-

r

Privitefes.

City

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

-

Similarity. , . ,
e
Returned Traveler Over ta
they serve wine like water. '
Meekly That's the way they aero
and test at ear hetrdlttf fioaee.
Bo-rop-

; For information,
timetables
and literature, , call on or ad
dress,
v.'
1

H. S. LUTZ, Agt.,
SANTA

FE.N.M.

I

Property, Farms and Ranch Lands

The EASLEY REALTY COLavfhlifl Bid;., Santa Fe., N. M.

MABEL. EASLEYf Business Managers

Special Attention Grren to CoQaction of Accounts and Ronts

'

UNITED STATES BANK

rv.

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Goes a General Banking

1

LAUGHLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN,

PERSONAL MENTIBM

J

550; increase, $200.
Mils (flouring),

"

1856.

"

Business

Cer-rillo-

ace.

f. STEPHENS, Cashier,"
Asst. Cashier '
H.

"

-.-.-

A

Mills

1903.'

jjj

Great August Sale
"

r"

'

'

$400;

.

-.,

Burros,v$448;

$38C; decrease,

Carriage and wagons of ail

fnrmpr land rnmmla.
the territory, is here from

CLEARANCE SALE

S.32

ww,

'

Sugar Goes Up.
All grades of refined sugar were
advanced ten cents a hundred pounds

OF

RAGLES DECLARE THAT
THEY FEAR YELLOW

PERIL,

Japanese Competition on Pacific Coast
Has Reached Alarming Stage
for Workers.
kinds,
in- -

-

Ladies'

$4.50
4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50

$62.

urease, t,,isz.
,zk;
Sewing machines, 54,337; $4,500;

AL- L-

Ladies', Men's and Children's
SHOES AND OXFORDS

today.

(By Spppl.al Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 23.
uU1Joseph J. Cusack and Frank E. Her-ln'
general manager of,crease'
were named as opposing candi$3,039; $5,400;
the Continental Oil ComDany. is here' Saddles and harness,
dates today for grand president of the
from Albuquerque,
increase, $301. "
Merchandise, '$93,484; $89,553; de- Fraternal Order of Eagles. The elecWilson Mills, will leave tomorrow
;
tion will be held tomorrow and the
for Las Vegas, to look into some land crease, $3,931.
matters in which he is interested.
Capital and manufacturing, none in delegates to tne urana Aerie are
confronted by the most exciting conMrs. J. H. Bliss, Myrtle C. BliBs and 1910; $585 in 1911 .
Sarah Louise Cook are visitors here - Farming implements, $3,550; $3,356; test for office In the history of the order.
from Albuquerque,
They are at the decrease, $194.
The Yellow Peril.
Palace hotel.
rixiures saioun aim unice,
The delegates showed great enthusPaul Teutsch, the steamship agent $7,285; decrease, $3,929.
and prominent Mason "and Mystic!
$2,930;
decrease, iasm in adopting a resolution declarMoney, $5,173;
ing that Japanese competition on the
Shriner.lB in the city. His home is! $2,243.
in Albuquerque.
Bonds, warrants and coupons, $115; Pacific coast has reached "an alarming stage, seriously jeopardizing th
Governor William J. Mills went to! $100; decrease, $15.
Raton this morning and will return on
Watches and clocks, $1,56C;$1,C10; livelihood of American employes and
workers."
Thursday. He goes to look into good increase, $44.
,
Books (law and medical), $6,552; j
roads matters and also to help dedicate the Elks Lodge Hall.
$6,953; increase,-$401Rev. D. Mattisonf a minister from
Jewelry, $1,630; $1,765; increase,!
Mesilla Park, Dona. Ana county, who $135.
FRESH BREAD AND CAKE
has been attending the summer school
Musical instruments, $5,337; $5,932;
of . archaeology,-- arrived in the city increase. $595. Dally. 6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
last night from the Rito and will leave j Household - good's, $39,047; $63,221; Confectionery, Fruits and Groceries
for his home this evening,
increase, $4,174.
resbCreamPuf fs Wednesda y & Saturday
Attorney B. M. Read returned last - Shares of stocks in banks, 94,515;
Phone, 152 Red.
from
Pueblo, Colorado, where $99,195; increase, $4,G8.
evening
he went for treatment of bis eyes. The
AMADO GUTIERREZ, PROP.
$2,060;
$1,275;
decrease,
Lumber,
'
statehood news reached him there and $785.
with several other Santa Feans in the
Coal, $UJ0j,' $'600; increase, $500.
Iron City, they held a statehood
Phone 49 Main
Phone 49 Main
Tools jfblacksmith, carpenter, etc.)

b.lansetsI
"""""

(saw), $300;

$100.

A. Kppn.

sioner-o- f

'

incorporated

2

$228.

Albuquerque.
J. E. Hannum,

Established

bogs being the influence.
January
under yesterday at
increase, pork opened 7
;
January iard 5c lower at 8.43
down at
increase, and January ribs 571--

$323;

the mining man of
Horses and mules, $40,CG0; $33,127;
is at the Montezuma.
decrease, $5,533.
Anthony Dockwiller, the well known
Cattle. $25,016; $!T,9S0; increase,
rancher, is here from the Pecos.
P. T. RobinBon, of San Antonio, Tex- $12,9C4.
$17,931;
decrease,
Sheep, $19,465;
as, is a tourist at the Palace hotel.
A. A. Jones came in this afternoon $1,534.
Goats, $3,531; $3,4 S7; decrease, $1,- from Washington. Lag Veeaa Otitic.
Donald S. Tucker, of Colorado!04
Swin, $187; $136; decrease, $62.
Springs, is a businessman at the PalM. O'Neill,

Your Patronage Solicited
6.
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Shoes and Oxfords,

2.50

2.00

$2.50

Shoes and Oxfords

"
"

"
"
"
"

j

.

PLAZA BAKERY

"

SHOES

CHILDREN'S

;

.

$3.75
3.25
2.85

,

"
"

$2.00

"

1.60

"
"
"

1.20

.98
.55

j

BIQ REDUCTION IN

,

The time of the year to buy at the
lowest prices.
NEW STOCK OF BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS

ALL WOOL, HALF WOOL,

!

Miss Fletcher and Miss Conrad who
left For the Rito yesterday had to return from Buckman because they
could find no conveyance
there to
take them to the Canon. They left
agin this forenoon for the Frijoles
Canon taking Miss Olsen with them.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. McNary, accom
panied by Mrs. J. S. Raynolds, return
ed Monday from Boston, Mr. and Mrs.
McNary completed their vacation trip
through the New England Btates with
a visit in Boston with Mrs. Raynold's

...

COTTON.

'

Take Our Advice and Look Them Over
5E

:V:

P.O. Box, 219.

ft
ft

M1MPANY
UUllll Mil I

BROS

:

:

Phone 36

:

,

increase, $2,250.
Water plants, $17,600;

OF YOUR
BUSINESS

SuretyBonds

.

!

i

Pendants. Neck Chains, Bracelets.
No style gift more desirable for your Eastern friends.

"tHi

I

CO.

want the best that
conies to Santa Fe then
you buy our

Saa Fraacciso

Street

Sparks Ranch )

'"

$15

i

-

it isand why ? Because
. better
Flour can be

a Week

Write Pecos

bought or made
price.
-

!

5

J. P. Steed

SIGN WRITING

& Son

High Grade Colorado
a leader in its class.

N

H"

First Class Work Guaranteed
MADE TO ORDER

SIGN PAINTING

NEATLY

DONE ;

Street

,

Phone, Red IIS

Guarantees.

If you waat anythlnc ea carta
New Mex'cam

s

C,

retary MacVeagh will not make any
decision at this time on Attorney General Wickersham'si report which holds
that the relations of the National City
Ttnnk nf Vow Ynrlr, nnA tho VaHnnnl1

Home-Dresse-

n

1 5.

CONTINUOUS
;

Water Heaters and Percolatert

.airs?"
i

SWINGS
COCO

AND

AKERS-WAGhE-

is believed to bei
a difference of opinion, between the, SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
two cabinet officers all the papers in DivIvr. nrtUnCD ivr CVTDirTC
ahw laiaavij.
the case will be sent to President, Daainu
Taft
That president Taft would review Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory.
the case developed suddenly today as
Secretary MacVeagh was ready to
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
make public the attorney general's j
214
Don Gasper Avenue.
Fori
findings and his own decision.
that reason he declined to give any
intimation of his position but it is
known that nearly all his advisors feel
that If any definite attitude toward
the extension of the influence of na
PROPRIETOR.
tional banks into trust companies and
security companies was announced
at this time, the whole question of
financial legislation might be entangled when it comes up at the next set
sion of Congress with the Montetary
Commission's .report.

runm

.

e a co

;

CHAIRS

PORCH

AND DALTOX MATTING

CARPETS

AXM1NSTER

Corn-Fe- d

R

X

GLOVES! GLOVES!

ft
ft

ft
ft
ft

Special Sale for One Week

I

.

HE WISH

(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 1114 Aug.. 28. The wheat
market was a colorless affair at the
opening today but inclined to firm
ness. December opened a shade to
to
cent over yesterday at 94
S51-8l-and held close to the top
for some. time. The volume of business was small, mostly covering by
shorts among the professionals.
December closed 4 higher at 94 8

T

$ .75 values,

ft
ft
ft

...

.

1.00 and $1.25 values,
"
1.50 and 2.00

m

.
.

$ .50

.

1.00

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

.75

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

SEE THE DISPLAY

ft
M

ft

ft
ft

in;

sxxxxsxsxsx

GOOD QUALI-

TIES OF OUR DRUGS,

s

K

X

X

X X

CO.
X X X

Ideal Home

An

Water, Electric Lights. Large
Lot with a number of Fruit Trees and Berry
Bushes." Stable and Corral. Just what you
:
:
:
:
:
have been looking for.

Good House, City

through our an
nouncements, tell- -

of the

DRY GOODS

SEUGMAN

ADOLPli

HAT

..,

that

we might lead you to re-

Phone Black

No. 52

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

4

Z

.

7--

December opened' a shade higher
to
and
to a shade lower at' 61
declined to 611-8- .
T
The close was setady with December a shade up at 61
Business In the oats pit was dull and
featureless with prices slightly easier.
December opened a shade to
highto
and sold to
er at- - 44
1-- 4

,

alize that by having your
prescriptions filled here
you not only advance the
interests of those that are
sick, but act in the support of raising the standard of Drugs.

I BUTT

441-2- .

..)-

8

--

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

Insurance Agency.

STETSON STIFF
FALL STYLES INand
SOFT HATS
-- AT

CO.,:

"Always Reliable"

3--

8

BROS.

DRUGGISTS

3-- 4

-

Phase

lil-N- itht.

Phone Red 58.

General selling characterized trade
In the provisions pit, a large run of

SERVICE
WIRE

UP

THOSE

DARK

DAY

AND

PLACES

Electric Irons That Stay Hot

Electric Toasters

BE COMFORTABLE

Fniits and Vegetables

8

Vesret ableS

Wait A.

SOLE AGENTS

FE, NEW MEXICO.

Poultry, Fresh

d

ofTa
Because of what

1-- 8

All Work

CO.

FIX UP YOUR PORCH

Beef, Pork, Mutton,
Veal and Lamb.

v Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D.
Aug. 23. Seo

Additional rains in the west and

PAUL P. LACASSAQNB
309 Sao Francisco

Kansas City

Milling that is southwest lent a tone of heaviness to
the corn market and on a dull trade
j
prices shaded off. i

DAILY RECEIPTSOF

AN9 CABINET MAKERS.

FURNITURE

SANTA

&

i

1--

CARPENTERS

r

1911,

4

at, any

We also have "Diamond Flour" A

CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING

guaranteed. Nothing
Total returned, 1910, $2,386,205; 1911 but the best the mar$3,424,079.
ket affords for sale. We
Subject to tax, 1910, $2,108,558; 1911
$3,136,998;
making net gain of prop still adhere to our old
erty returned for taxation, $1,028,440.
policy first established
NATIONAL BANKS MAY
us of
BE TRANSGRESSING LAWjby
Exemptions, 1910, $277,647;
$287,081; increase, $9,434.

Southwest and
Throughout
West Eased Off Corn Business
'
In Oats Pit Was Dull.

no

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ohost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Telegraph Glorteta

in

$19,320;

N. TOWNSEND

The DiflCC WllCfC ScltiS
faction is absolutely

WHEAT MARKET WAS
COLORLESS BUT FIRM.

IT IS OUg LEADER-su- re

Best of Beds

No Invalids

Penalties added,' none;
crease, $19,320.

Patent

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Food

i

Rain

J

$1.10
.75
.65

i

Boss
(Old

j

IWM. D. ARRIGHI

If you

THE V AUG HAN RANCH

'

KMI 5

FLOUR

DESIGNS.

C. YONTZ,

.

;

S.

. . .

.85

erly,

Rings, Brooches,

i

no

Barefoot Sandals, all sizes

. . .

I

If They Engage In Trust Company;
Business is Opinion of Attorney
General.

Telegraph and telephone lines,
$16,004; increase, $679.
"Water reservoirs, $19,000; $19,000;
no change.
Mines, value of products none in
1910; in 1911, $250,000.
$601,715;'
Railroads, (standard)
decrease, $36,205.
Railroads, (narrow) $112,350; $112,- -

SILVER

FILIGREE
MOST BEAUTIFUL

i!

Printing presses and typewriters,
none; $6,020; increase, $6,020.
Pharmacies none; $5,650; increase,

$15,-32-

119 San Francisco St-- ,
SANTA FE, - - - N. M

-

enumerated),!

$44,270; $7,665; decrease, $36,605.
Autos and motorcycles, none 1911;
$4,870; increase, $4,870.

change.

O.C.WATS0N&CO.

GOLD--

$17,600;

,

1.25

Parlor Market W.
and Grocery

increase.

$120;-

j

S5.650.

$1.50

$337.

'873;

LOANS

I

$90;

Other property (not

(Continued From Page On.)

ESTATE
$

Honey bees,

NET GAIN OVER
MILLION DOLLARS.

REAL

increase,

$30.

mother. Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Brown,
who accompanied them in the auto
K
of Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Brown. Mr .and
Mrs. Powell Stackhouse, also members of the touring party, are now visiting in Phiadelphia and New York.
El Paso Herald.

INSURANCE

;1,58;

$1,621

BAREFOOT SANDALS

Santa Fe Water and Light Company

1

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Tea Pots
Electric

vaa:

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN", SANTA FE, N.
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St, Louis Rocky
Pacific

In effect Sept, 1st

'

1

pm

,

la

,

7 30
7 40
05
g 20
35
8
60
9 10
9 35
10 00

0
7

8 07
3 45

4j

16
43
00
10
18
2S
45

Oapulin
VlKll

Thompson

Cunningham
....Ollfton House N.M

Ar
j.Lv

10 15
9 49.

Koehler

9 05

llOolfax

8 20
8 02
7 45

Oerrososo

Ar

Cimarron
Lv
Cimarron
Ar am
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park, N. M...LV '

Lv

i

Ar

94

60

30
15
05
45
25

..

30

7!T

9 32
8 55

2

W

00

1

....

6
8
6
6

'

35
27
17
00

pm

p m

ijOonnects at Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry, train both North' and'Soutb.
SStage (or Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.tM.I
Stage leaves Ute Park, W, M for Kllzabethtown, N. M., at 9;00 a. m, dally excep.
andays. Pare fc uu one way $3.50 round trip fifty pound baggage carried free.
O. 4 3. train leaves Des Mclnes, JJ, . for the south at 11:11 p. ra. arrives from Itbe
tb at 4:88 a. m

Hotel Arrivals.

:

M--

t.

G. REDMAN,

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. A G. M.,

Superintendent

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. A fent.

l!"

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
ail

mMMM

MSU10 IB IVW

J

ico, Arizona, Mexico and to tb Pacific Coast, via NSW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, '

THE

EAST

BEST

OR

ROUTE

WEST

Par rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

& p.
aElp.Paso
Texas.

Are You Going Fishing

one-ce-

DR. PIERCE'S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION

THE ONE REMEDY for woman's peculiar ailments good enough
that its makers ore not afraid to print on its outside wrapper its
every ingredient. No Secrets No Deception.
THE ONE REMEDY for women which contains no alcohol and
no
drugs. Made from native medicinal forest roots
of well established curative value.
habit-formi-

CHARLES O. CUSHMAN.
Illustrious

?

Declares That Commercial Club Followed Proper Course in Cutting
Out Booze.
"Business

Policies

a City

Build

Remarkable Progress Follows

the BEST FISHING GROUNDS

Deci-

sion of Commercial Club of Albuquerque, N. M., to Eliminate All Social
Features and Make the Club a StrictThe above
ly Business Organization."
is the page-widheadline in a recent
the
issue 'of "Town Development"
leading town boosting magazine, the
author being Chalmers Lowell
associate editor of the magazine, a former Albuquerque boy who

::::::::

NEW

e

Pan-coas- t,

For Further Information Call on or Address,

F. H. McBRIDE, Agent,

IV

i W. D. SHEA, T. F., P. A., Santa Fe I

THE PEOPLE'S

ANNUAL

COULDN'T HOLD HIM.
He was a .quiet sort of man
And didn't caie much for noise:
He'd rather stay home nights with
his wife,
Than be down town wit1! the boys;
on
He'd rathe.- - go to the country
the Fourth of July, '
And political Tallies he'd always shun,
But they put him under bonds to
keep the peace,
The night that statehood was won.
JOHN V. CONWAY.

Albuquerque, Oct.

AVIATION

MEET

" Bird men " of International Repute will thrill the crowd
for

$1,000

three days, October 11, 12 and 13
"BULL " DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
to be raced " Bull " Durham Day, Friday, Oct
13. This stake was
given by the
BLACK-WELL-

has already had several valuable articles of this kind for Albuquerque
and New Mexico in the magazine. This
little article which is illustrated with
reproductions of various newspaper
headlines bearing on the subject and
clipped from the Morning Journal, tells
the story of the rejuvenation of the
club last year und9r
commercial
the command of President Schwentker
and Secretary Naylon in a most
graphic manner.

The Forum

HOLIDAY

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR

CURTIS

'S

DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

BASEBALL

EVERYDAY

-

EXCITING

HORSE RACES

(TTlxl SUMMER

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH, President.

JOHN B. McMANUS,

Secretary-Manage-

22

r

TOURIST

July

31, 1911.

Notice Is hereby given that Jacobo
Leyba of Galisteo, N. M., who , on
March 9, 1911, made homestead entry
for SW
of section
No.
14, township 12 N, range 12 E, N. M.
of inten, P meridian, has
tion to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before register or receiver,
U S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 13ta day of September, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lopes, Emlterio Leyba, Macario
Leyba, Isabel Leyba, all of Leyba,
9021-0727-

4

filed-notic-

e

Pla-cid- o

N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

iteglster.

Twenty Thousand Head of Cattle

Kansas City Stock Yards, Aug. 23.
The arrival of 22,000 cattle here Monday marked the opening of the heavy
fall business.
The incentive that
started a part of the cattle that arrived here today was an advance of
10 to 40 cents last week. Buyers put
on their war paint the middle of the
week, and proclaimed that middle and
low class steers must be bought
cheaper, but the thing produced no
results worth mentioning.
Today
there is a decline of a to 15 cents on
the lower half of the cattle here, those
In th linnet- - rerister selline around
steadv. Cnmnlaint. is. made. resDect- ing cattle from native pastures that
they lack weight, and advices indi- cate that this trouble cannot be over- come, which is likely to put a premium
on steers carrying good weight from
now on, besides emphasizing the total
shortage of pounds of beef. The
nest steers nere toaay soia at ss, equal
ro me wy wiH. wee.
tie were m lignter supply tnan usual
last week, and prices advanced 10 to

" " "

er.

Ros-welRos-trel-

at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vauehn at 6 p. m. The
fare between Santa F and Torrance
Is (5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10.
Reserve seats on auto
nobile by wire. J. W ff'ockard.

More people, men and women, are
suffering from kidney and bladder
trouble than ever before, and each
year more of them turn for quick relief and permanent benefit to Foley's
Kidney
Remedy, which has proven
Itself to be one of the most effective
remedies for kidney and bladder ailments, that medical science has
.

TO
Chicago, Ills.,
St. Louis, Mo.,
St. Paul, Minn.,
Denver, Colo.,
Colorado Springs
Pueblo, Colo

......
.....
.....

$50.35
44.35
50.35
21.10
18.15

16.35

DATES OF SALE,
Daily until Sept. 30th. Return
limit, October 31.
Low Rates to Other Summer Resorts
LIBERAL

PRIVILEGES.!

STOP-OVE-

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

For information,

time-table-

s,

2 etc., call on or address,
H. S. LUTZ, Agt.,

Santa Fe, N. M.

:

Prof. Jj, D. Tinsley,
agricultural
demonstrator for the Santa Fe railway comDany. has returned from a
second reconnoissance trip through
northern Arizona, spying oit the land
to ascertain its dry farming possibilities. Professor Tinsley has determined the (location of quite a large area
of land susceptible of scientific soil
culture without irrigation but said upon his return yesterday that the greatest part of the best country in north
ern Arizona and reaching down to-ward the central part is and probably
a great
always will be
cattle country,
Professor Tinsley and a companion
traveled by horseback and wagon and
covered a great deal of ground on this
last trip.
..We found so
o( th6 oat. ma
nificent scenry and iast settled
country in the southwest," said Pro(e!SO( Tinsley'
yesterday. "South
frnm Hnlhrnnk

Wmaw ni

Osage . wintered steers brought
r
,

forty-steer-

d

gor-wee-

i

ROSWELL

16,-00-

For Salt b

j aJX DnuitUU.

E. FOVGERA
Adents, V, S.

&

CO.

Nw York.

Padilla, Ebilia
Peters, A. M.Dr.
Peters, A. M. Dr. and Mrs.
Potter, A. E. Dr. (2)
Ringle, Harry
Romero, Lorencita Miss
Schultz, Wm.
Slack, Henry
'
Slack, Henry
Smalley Harry J.
Sandoval, Francis Q.
Sandoval, Theodora
Steele, Clinton A.
Vigil, Samuel
Williams W. W.
Potter, Ambros Dr.

LETTER TO SANTA FE
COUNTY SCHOOL DIRECTORS,
Gentlemen By this mall I am send
ing you the proper blanks for use by
your board, during the present schol
astic year. If there are any further
j blanks that you may need,
please send
to this office for some. Do not fail
to send in the correct school census
of your district, so that it will reach

this

not later than September
Please see to it that the
census is correct In every respect
and that every child of school age
has been reported.
Immediately upon receipt of this
letter please notify this office, just
who was elected teacher for your dis
trlct and if you have not elected.
state what teacher you have In view.
We must have this Information at
once, in order that we may know
where to place our unemployed teachers. Now that statehood has been at
tained, we must worS together fot
the advancement of our schools. Un
der statehood every school district
will be assured a six months school
office

J W.

allowance

Baggage

100

lbs.

IMER

AND LAW OFFICER

f HEM

NEHDS

Volume 15, New Mexico Reports, Covering
the Decisions and Opinions of the
New Mexico Supreme Court
1909

and 1910

Now from the Press,
PRICE $3.00, POSTPAID

VOLUMES

1

Money's Digest

TO 14 IN STOCK
Covers Volumes I to 9 Inclusive,

Price

$5.00,

DERDEN'S DIGEST
Price $7.50, Postpaid

Vi

Missouri Code Pleadings,

$6.17, Postpaid
Forms for Missouri Pleadinr
.

: : : Price

$5.17,

Postpaid.

COMPILED LAWS 1897

SESSION LAWS IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH
1899, 1901, 1901, f905t

FOR SALE BY THE

NEW

to

each regular ticket, excess baggage
at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs
We are equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500
rates are given fGr excursions, for eight or more passengers.
For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Soswell, N. M.

STOCKARD, 'MANAGER-

EVERY

15th, 1911.

-

AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M

Carrying the TJ. S. mail and pas
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N.
connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:80 a. m., ar
rive in Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.

e

hy the medical profession ; prepared by Saiz de Curio, a
surgeon mid pharmaceutist of the
hichext slundir.fr in Europe.
Stotnalix is imt a mere stimulant or
temporary Did,, but it is gradual and benign in its clle-Urestoring the exhausted,
overtaxed or riisrascd digestive functions
to perfect health and capacity to perform
their work unuidud.
Physicians who have used no other
medicine than Stomallx where their
patients have siif.ered from
iritis, dyspepsia, gastralgia. anaeaHa,
ulcer of the stouiacb, dysentery, and
other stomach troubles, report that these
diseases have yielded to the remedy in
cases of thirty years' standing.
Stomallx is the best and safest Remedy
for diseases of the stomach and intestines.
It is invaluable to brain workers, it bene-- .
fits the youthful ami the aged, it corrects
the ailments of children, and is absolutely
harmless.

Earl

,J

""

Recommended

,

Mitchel A. B. Mrs. (2)
Naranjo, Rebecca Archuleta Mrs.
Oliver, A. Mrs.
Ortiz, Julian
Pacheco, Agapito

week.

th

from $4 to $5.50. Wintered steers
from native pastures, bring up to $7,
most of the steers $5.75 to $6.50, a
good gain over a week ago. About
50 cars of Colorado and far western
cattle have arrived during the last
ae um iwo rauemjs
week, Including two or three trains
m a usance 0I some miny mues ana
from eastern Colorado here today.
Buyers say the steers lack quality, tn country is wild and rugged, in
sales from $4.60 to $5.50 for the beef one Place, we had to make a
canners and cows at $3 to mile detour to get our wagon eight.
We saw two big, bunches of
$4.85, stockers and feeders $3.50 to mues.
$4.60.
Country demand is a little. deer in that section."
weak, as several dry spots have de- - Professor Tinsley reports the
in local territory in the last covery of a number of imposing
though Kansas got a good rain ges full as remarkable as the Canyon
yesterday. Market is steady, today Diablo, crossed by the Santa Fe rail-o-n
stockers and feeders, best feed- - way, great gashes cut in the face of
ers $5.25 to $5.65, stock steers $3.50 the plateau. Among the streams ex-to $5.25.
plored by the travelers were the Chev- All the conditions in the hog market alon and Clear Creek.
are on the selling side's favor, yet'
packers resort to every expedient to WILL TIE UP ANOTHER
NEW MEXICO RESOURCE.
put prices down, or at least to keep
them from advancing. The best they
have been able to do Is to stave off Government to Withdraw From Entry
Asphaltum Deposit in McKinley
any sharp rise in the market, though
and Valencia Counties.
prices are up 5 to 10 cents today. Ship- Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 23. It is
pers take the cream of the crop every
day, and packers refuse to compete understood that a government agent
with them for it, else the market now in Albuquerque, who has inspect-woultake a sudden rise. Receipts ed the land whereon immense quanti-arslim at all points, run here 4,500 ties of what is believed to be asphalt- bulk of sales $7.35 um were discovered by Amado Chaves
today, top $7.62
in western New Mexico, will recomto $7.55.
Sheep and lambs had a hard tlmeimnd t0 tn general land office that
from breaking last week, and the close that part of the public domain includ'
was around a quarter lower for the ing any of the substance, be immeweek, the result of gradual melting diately withdrawn from entry. If this
is done, the government will follow
away of values. The run today is
market closing 15 to 25 lower. the same beneficent policy of tying
Different bands of Utah lambs brought. up resources as in the case of the oil
other
$6.75 today, the top price, and' year- strike near Alamogordo and
lings from same state brought $4.25. similar discoveries in the past year
Colorado ewes reached $4.00 Friday or so. That the substance he discov
but $3.75 is the top today, bulk of the ered is "mineral tar" and not asphalt
range wethers and ewes selling at um, Is the opinion given Mr. Chaves
$3.25 to $3.60.
Stock and feeding by one local expert while another haB
stuff is in strong request, feeding weth- gone so far as. to say that it is crude
ers Friday up to $3.65, best breeding vaseline. A small piece of ground
ewes $4.00, feeding lambs $4.75 to bearing this substance was sold some
time ago In the east for $117,000. The
$5.25.
consensus of opinion, however, appears to be that the "mineral tar"
theory Is the correct one and that the
stuff will be admirably adapted to
the manufacture of splendid paving.

Restorer of
Eiecxlthy Digestion

Martin

sickness.
,
Mrs. Lola Chapman de Alarid is on
the sick list.
John Ervien has returned from his
automobile trip to Roswell and reports
having had a fine time.
Miss Flo Moore was not in school
last week, she having had work at
the capifoT building.
The rooms formerly occupied by
the Santa Fe Commercial Club are being thoroughly renovated and will be
occupied by the college' as class
rooms.
The students are very anxious to move into their new quarters,
which will be about the first of next

inquiries concerning the col
or 8Q dlg. Daily
an(J f
bet
lege are being received and for the
tance from Springerville, there is
month of September there are between
D
three and four hundred prospective
sweeps around from the Fagstaft students, which will make the
largest
moun am ,cunt.ry: ,and on the. south' enrollment of
Im
business college in
calllsg fer these letters leas
ern side this rim drops off sheer in the southwest any
stats
whether "advertised' er set
many places a thousand feet, the
The new quarters which will be oc- E. C. BURKE, Postmaster.
J.
V1
s
.."6.
""""
of canyns and SrSS an(I foot hilla
stretching, away to the White Moun- -

7'

'

nnl,

term. This ought to bring us right cupied the first of next week will be
up to the front and on the level with the most up to date business college
other progressive states.
class rooms In the southwest
I urge .you to write freely to this
office upon' any subject concerning
LETTER LIT.
the schools of your district, and asList ef letters remaining uncalled
to far la the
suring you of my
postofflce at Santa Fe, N.
aid in the advancement of our schools. M., for week
ending Aug. 12, 1911.
I remain,
If net called for within two weeks
Very sincerely yours,
they will be sent te the dead letter
JOHN V. CONWAY,
office at Washington.
County School Superintendent.
Allen, M. E. W.
Genaro
Archuleta,
SANTA FE BUSINESS
Apodaoa, Semona
COLLEGE NEWS NOTES.
Baca, Gavina R.
Baroz, Delisia Miss
President W. J. Bailey has moved
Begil, Felipe
Into Rev. B. F. Summers' residence
Goodwich, J. C.
on Bon Gaspar avenue.
Garcia, Abelino
Jose Diaz spent Sunday and Monday
Garcia, Ju lia Mrs.
at Santa Cruz with Mr. and Mrs. Leo
Gonzales, Francisca Moses de Miss
Hersch. They went overland In Mr.
Howard, George
Hersch's automobile.
Haterflscher, A. V.
Robert D. Willison is acting as bail-- '
Lovelace, George A.
iff during the session of
supreme
Lujan, Mrs. Juanita
court, and will be absent from school
Manzanus, Selsita Miss
until about the first of September.
Martinez, Tomasita, Miss
Miss Julia Jaffa was in school this
Martinez, Manuel
a
week.
for
absent
after
being
morning
Martinez, Juan Mrs.
in
She visited friends and relatives
Muniz, Juan Mrs.
Roswell.
Mexican Diamond Co.
Miss Emma Goebel returned to
Mendonca Frank A,
She was
school Tuesday morning.
Martin Pantlo
home for a few days on account of
.

But Greatest Portion of Northern
Section Will Always Be Grazing Country Fine Scenery.

Be-

ing Received Dally Sheep and
Lambs Drop in Prices.

An absolutely safe and harmless

EAST.

TO AND FROM ROSvELL
Connections made with Automobile
line At Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for
l
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at
l

For sale b" all druggists,

1911.

DRY FARMING POSSIBILITIES
HEAVY FALL BUSINESS
.
EXIST IN ARIZONA.
OPENS AT KANSAS CITY.

RATES

SANTA FE, N. M.,
Notice for Puoiication.
Not coal.
Department of tue Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa e, N. M.

ystic Shriners,.

$75,-00- 0

j.u

The Rio Grande protects one
fare for round trip for fishing
parties consisting of three or
more people from Sante Fe to
AND

M

Paul Teutsch, chief rabban of the phens and they will receive prompt
to
Mystic Shriners, was in the city to- attention. Efforts are beingmade
in a larger number of novices.
get
day and says that all indications
The ceremonial will be held under
point to a lerge attendance at the the sheltering dome of the new
next ceremonial session of the Mys
temple in the Duke City and Illustic Shriners which will be held in Al trious Potentate Charles O. Cushman
buquerque, October 14. Petitions for will preside.
the Pilgrims Mecca may be sent here
The next session of the grand lodge
to Nobles Hanna, Massie and Ste will be in Albuquerque, October 16.

"TOWN DEVELOPMENT" GIVES
ALBUQUERQUE BIG BOOST.

IN COLORADO
MEXICO.

Potentate

.

Palace.
M. P. Keeley, Albuquerque.
W. Yarnen, Albuquerque.
J. E. Jacobson, Cincinnati.
Imogene C. Belden, Philadelphia.
Esther M. Clark, St. Joseph, Mich.
Mrs. J. H. Bliss, Albuquerque.
Myrtle C. Bliss, Albuquerque.
Sarah Louise Cook, Albuquerque.
W. H. Bowles, Santa Fe.
William Q. Cain, Atchison, Kas.
R. M. Rohrer, Topeka, Kas.
F. T. Robinson, San Antonio, Tex.
A. H. Blake, Denver.
Donald S. Tucker, Colorado Springs.
Mrs. W. R. Neudick, Albuquerque.
J. E. Hannum, Albuquerque.
Mrs. E. H. Lord, Denver.
A. A. Keen, Albuqueqrue.
Montezuma.
H. S. Van Petten, Las Vegas.
Mrs. Bowen, San Francisco.
M. O'Neill, Cerrillos.
G. Rose, Portales.
M. C. Spicer, Clovis.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Rowell, Clovis.
H. W. Williams, Clovis.
James J. Cowan, Colorado Springs.
F. G. Brassett, Taos.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Parker, El Paso.
H. P. Warner, Albuquerque.
D. Mathison, Mesilla Park.
J. F. Anton, East Las Vegas.
W. B. Freeman, City.
J. W. Ridge, City.
E. E. Breenem, Las Vegas.
Perry A. Bear, Las Vegas.
J. W. Hodge, Louisville.
Coronado.
David Lang, Los Angeles.
Anton Dockwiller, The Pecos.
Claude Hutto, Albuquerque.
W. K. Shupe, Taos.
J. F. Enright, El Paso.
J. Sanchez, Adeline

ASK FOR TICKETS

From Santa Fe

The People'f Common Sense Medical Adviser, in Plain
D.,
English, or Medicine Simplified, by R. V. Pierce, M. Sur-;;!
Chief Consulting Physician to the Invalids' Hotel end
Institute at Buffalo, a book of 1008 lare pages and
over 700 illustrations, in strong paper covers, to any one sending 21
stamps to cover cost of mailing only, or, in French Cloth binding for 31 stamps.
Over 680,000 copies of this complete Family Doctor Book were sold in cloth
binding at regular price of $1.50. Afterwards, one and a half million copies
revised edition is now ready
were given away as above. A new,
for mailing. Better send NOW, before all are gone. Address World's
Medical Association, R. V. Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y.

heart-touchi-

156

T.v
Baton, N. M
Raton, N.M
Ar
Ollfton House N'M-- ..
Pre8tou

Koehler Junction
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Absolutely Free of Cost

straiKht-from-the-hea- rt

(Read Up)

STATIONS

Miles

a in

1910

We Give Away

The makers of Eckman's Alterative
the medicine that is curing tuberculosis
all over the country will send dirsct, a
pamphlet and other literature, that every
consumptive should read. It tells in
their own lanjtuase the story of those
whom Eckman's Alterative has cured.
evidence
Such
as this booklet holds is convincing.
No matter ff you have unfortunately
spent time and money experimenting
with nearly every "cure" under the firmEckman's Alterative.
amentinvestigate
affidavit of
If shown the
a father whose only son was cured of
tuberculosis by Eckman's Alterative
after all hope had been abandoned wouldA
it not carry some weight with you?
718 Cherry St., Phila., Pa.
specimen:
Uentiemen. "in July, l'JOa, i nrst
noticed the conditions that showed I
had Consumption. I lost weight rapidly;
had a hollow cough, hemorrhages and
very severe night sweats. My brother
recommended Eckman's Alterative. In
the Fall of 1905 I began to take it. At
this time I am perfectly well and robust. My appetite is good and my weight
has increased from 110 to 140 pounds.
Not a trace of my old trouble remains.
I will gladly express the merits of this
medicine to anyone."
M. L. GERHARDT.
( Signed)
Eckman's Alterative cures Bronchitis,
Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and Lung
Affections. Ask for booklet of cured cases
and write to the Eckman Laboratory,
Philadelphia, Pa., for additional evidence.
For Sale by all leading druggists and
by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe.

RATON NEW MEXICO.?:

GENERAL OFFICES
(Read Down)

Interesting Reading for
Tubercular Invalids

k

Company,

Railway
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M.

PRINTIHG CO.,

MEXICAN

..

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICOI

-

-

THE SAXTA FE NEW

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 23, 1911.
Tom out of the attic rSonl turned' the
key on the tutor to make sure that
he didn't escape. Then rhe dispatched
Tom to the health bureau
to get
someone to come and fumigate the
offensive tutor before she would let
him pass through the hall to the
front door.

.

Regina's Den
JANE OSBORN

n

1811,

,

I don't pass

examination this

the

time."
"Say, Sis," he said presently, appealing to Regina, "have you seen
that tutor of mine? He's a corker
captain of the crew when he was in
college, played first base on the team.
He's the best set up fellow I ever saw

anywhere."
"I don't see that that has anything
to do with his being a good Latin

"Vn
tiitm " id1A T?Acr1nn
hgvon't
seen him. Does he come to the
house?"
He'll be
"Yes, every afternoon.
coming for the next two weeks, till
that beastly old exam comes off.
He'U get me through If anyone
could."
Regina went back to her writing.
Presently Maud looked over at her.
"Regina," she said sweetly, "have
you seen Baby's new tooth today?
It's just as white and nice I meant
to show It to you
Reglna's patience had been tried
T

to the limit

"Well, of all the places to try to
"I thought
write!" she exclaimed.
you all knew I didn't want to be
talked to. Now this settles It I'll
just have to have a den. I've been
thinking of it a long time and now
I'm settled. I'll rig up p place in the
attic' where I can be quiet
It's a
perfect shame the way we all herd
together just stick down here aa If
we didn't have an original Idea In
our heads."
said Maud tear"Why, Regina,
fully, "I thought you liked being with
us. We've always been so fond of
each other till now." Here there was
a little sob. "On, to think I have
driven you to the attic!"
"Don't be silly," said Regina.
"I
can't poke off in my
so I'm
Just going to rig up a place in the
attic. Why, I almost think I can
write something worth while if I can
get off by myself.'
In spite of tearful protests on the
part of Maud and Jests on th3 part
of her two brothers Regina was in
stalled In her sanctum in the attic.
Here, with a desk and a lounge, a
bookcase
filled with her favorite
books and the walls covered with ber
favorite prints and photographs Re
gina bad a place that was to be all
bed-roo-

her

own,

One evening after Regina had re
tired to this sanctum with a freshly
filled fountain pen 'and her brain full
of ideas, her voice was heard in the
upstairs hall calling her brother Tom,
in none too gentle accents.
Tom left bis books in the living
room below and went two steps at
a time to see what his sister wanted.
He followed her into the attic and
there by the light of the shaded desk
lamp he saw the reason for his hasty
summons. Regina pointed to a group
of cigarette ends, and a box of overturned matches that lay on the blot
ter at the end of her desk.
Tom, in spite of his six feet of
dauntless manhood, crumpled before
his sister.
M
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uniij astus, that tutor of mine, and I have no
other place to go. You know what
It Is down In the living room with
Maud and the baby coming in and
out It was just my luck to forget to
clear up the cigarettes after him.
though."
"I've suspected It for a week," said
Regina sternly. "I find matches in
the rose Jar and ashes in the pen
tray, and look," she said, drawing
forth a bundle of her manuscript
covered with Latin words written in
a masculine hand. "If that Mr. Titus
did that please see that he doesn't
repeat the offense. Didn't he know
that this was my den?"
rom promised
laiiniuuy never
again to Invade the sanctity of his
sisters den and returned to his books.
But the next day when the athletic
tutor refused to give his lesson in
the hubbub of Maud's little living
room Tom was forced to break his
promise. As Regina didn't get home
from school till four and the lesson
three Tom felt
was over at half-pathat he would have no trouble in
covering his guilt Accordingly the
lesson was given as usual in Reglna's
den. Just as they were about to end
the lesson Maud's frantic voice was
heard on the stairs.
"Thomas, Thomas Bliss, come here
at once! Don't let that Mr. Titus
out!" 'And then as the two men ran
to the door to see what was the trouble Maud continued her cries. . "Pont
let him out I say! They've got measles at the college dormitory and he
has come from there and hell give
tt to baby., I lust found It out"
Mr. Titus didn't deny the fact that
thew ,WM a cas of measles at the
dormitory and that he lived there. He
t adn't dreamed, however, that he wai
But Maud
S any way dangerous.
am Jtabbonuand after jhe bad got
-
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Fraternal Societies

UNDER CONTRACT

MASONIC.
Montezuma
No. 1, A. F.

What would you think of
a salesman who reported
for duty one day, lay off
for two, worked a half day,
went off for a week and so
on without any regularity?
Surely you would not expect good service from
such a man. And yet some
merchants hold advertising,
which is simply a "salesman," up to great results
when it is allowed to
"work" very irreguiary.
The fact that advertising costs money is prcof
of its value. Things without cost are usually worth
only their price.
RAISING

MONEY

See

month
Hall

of each
Masonic

-
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FOR SALE Pair driving mules.
Santa Fe Lumber and Transfer Co.

7.30.

H. H. DORMAN,
Master

FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot
Eath, range, light O. C. Wat
son & Co.

tage.

Secreia.7.

CHAS. E. UNXE"!.

Santa Fe Chapter Nc
1.

R. A. M.

FOR SALE

Regular

second

convocation

1

years old and

1

span mules, I and 6
btck. Camp on river

Monday of each month opposite Closson's.
at Masonic Hall a'
FOR SALE New Singer sewing
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER.
machine, clean household
furniture,
II. P this week only. Inquire New Mexican
office.
ARTHUR SELIGMA.V, Secretary.
OPPORTUNITY is slmiry the application of energy to every day conconclave fourth Mon ditions as they arise. We .pay big
advance cash,
teach
day in each month at commissions,
Masonic Hall at 7: 3d salesmanship; you furnish the energy.
Conditions are favorable. Write for
p. m.
Salem Nursery
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C. terms.
Company,

Santa Fe Comnianderj
No. 1, IC T.

FOR CHARITY

w

Regular

E. GRIFFIN. Recorder.

Salem, Oregon.

of Getting
Funds Declares Newspaper
Is Best Medium.

Santa Fe iodge of
TYPEWRITERS.
Perfection No. 1, 14th Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
degree. Ancient and Ac- platens furnished.
Ribbons and supcepted Scottish Rite of plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
The newspaper is the best adver-is'n- g
Free Masonry meets on and rented. Standard makes handled.
medium in existence, declares
third
the
Monday of each month All repair work and typewrites guar- ex3. W. Johnson, an
advertising
o'clock in the evening in auteed. Santa Fe Typewriter
at
7:30
Ex- a
who
makes
N.
of
Y.,
pert
Buffalo,
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plaza. change.
Phone 231.
specialty of raising large sums of
Rite Masons are cornohey for charitable purposes in short Visiting fcotish
to attend.
ipaces of time. Mr. Johnson relies dially Invited
S. G. CARTWUIGHT, 32.
sntirelji upon advertising to accomPROFESSIONAL
CARDS
Venerable Master
plish his ends. In ten days he raised
32
HENRY
F.
A.
for
C.
Y.
M.
STEPHENS,
5300,000 to build a
In a published interview he says
Secretary.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
imong other things:
B. P. O. E.
"The newspaper is the best thing
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Santa Fe Lodge No.
iere Is In advertising, because it
Attorney-at-Lareaches the home. It stands in
B.
E.
holds
P.
O.
460,
New Mexico
Santa
Fe,
com
the
to
Its regular session on
the same relationship
the second and fourth
munity as does the physician to his
HOLT A SUTHERLAND
of each
patients or the clergyman to his conWednesday
Attorneys-at-LaIn a local advertising
month. Visiting broth
gregation.
in tie Distrl t Court at
Practice
reached.
be
must
home
the
ere
are lnvitea and
campaign
well as before the Supreme Court or
All articles in a home are advertised,
welcome.
the territory.
af course, and the women of this
CARL A. BISHOP.
New Mexico.
country do more than 90 per cent of
D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler. Las 'Cruces,
the general buying for the home. The
Secretary.
C. W. G. WARD
newspaper reaches the women, thereTerritorial District Attorn y
by placing before them the good qualities or new ideals of the article adverFor San Miguel and Mora 'Counties
i

Buf-!al-

....

ex-ict-

Manager Fred Clarke of Pittsburg Pirates.

Fred Clarke of Pittsburg, returned
after a scouting trip. Besieged by the
eager correspondents the manager pro
tested that there was nothing doing
that he had not signed any new player or players; that he hadn't talked
trades and that he hadn't accomplish
ed anything at all, at all.
"What did you do on your trip?" the
writer asked Clarke.
'Nothing," was the smiling rejoin

"Why, to appreciate more than ever
the players we now have under contract. Say for me that we do appreciate these men, no matter what any
person or persons say."

Greased Ball In New York.
The visiting teams have again unearthed that old story about the balls
being greased on the Polo grounds.
There is a soil over in New Jersey
der.
that makes the ball feel greasy when
"Did you uncover any phenoms?"
it is applied, and that is what the
"Not any, but I did learn one Cardinals and Pirates are accusing
McGraw of having around the pitchthing."
'What was that?"
er's box.

"CHICK"

FRASER

IS

ALL

IN

AMMJND

Former National Leaguer Is Released
Unconditionally by New Orleans
Club of Southern.

r

tised.
has
"Every newspaper naturally
some standing in the community
carries
through which its circulation
It Take for example, a newspaper of
Independent Order of Beavers.
the very highest type, proportion so
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. bold
the standing of the paper. In other its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting
words, a newspaper gives to Its adver- first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
tising its own standing."
era are always welcome.
GEO. W. P RICHARD.
FAVORS CHURCH

The New Orleans
club today announced
fielder Barr to the
Barr will not report

ADVERTISING

President

J. NEI3,
Secretary.

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
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E. C. ABBOTT

Practice

In

the

District

and

Su-

preme Courts:
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe.
G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the District Court
and give special bteiitvn to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Off ce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe. N. M.

Farmer.

HARRY D. MOULTON
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe, N.

M.

Formerly Special Agent G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

Santa Fe Camp

WILLIAM McKEAN
W. A.
Attorney-at-Lameets second Tues
Mining and Land Law.
day each month, bo Taos,
New Mexico.
cial meeting tUrd
Tuesday at Elks Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
Hall. Vlstlng neigh
EASLEY & EASLEY.
bors welcome.
Attorneys at Law.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
Practice in the courts and before
CHaS. A. RISING. Clerk.
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe Camp No, 8anta Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan
cla, N. M.
6673, R. N. A. meets
fourth Tuesday of
each month; soH. L. ORTIZ,
cial meeting third
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Laat Elks'
13514.

M.

w

Tuesday
Hall. Visiting
Practicing before all the courts Is
neighbors welcome the
Territory.
NETTIE VICKROY,
New Mexico
Oracle. Santa Fe

FLORENCE RISING,
Recorder.

PROBERT A COMPANY

Investments
NOTICE.
Department of Territorial Engineer.
Number of application 585.
Santa Fe, N. M., July 20, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that on the
19th day of July, 1911, in accordance
with Section 26, Irrigation Law of 1907,
Frank W. Broad of Chama, county of
Rio Arriba, Territory of New Mexi
co, made an application to the terri
torial engineer of New Mexico for a

Lai ds, Mines, Bonds A 8toeks.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other BusinebS Opportunities
throughout Taw county.

N. 44 07' W. 5328.61 and N
51' E. 1916.4. by means of diver
sion and eleven cu. ft. per sec. is to
be conveyed to town of Chama and
lands adjacent, by means of brush
thrown in each year, and there used
for Irrigation of 506.37 acres.
The territorial engineer will take

Phone Red 138.

Bank References Furnished

New Mexico.

Taos,

DR. C. M. RILEY,

Veterinary Physician and 8urgeon.
permit to appropriate from the pub- Graduate
of McKlllep's
Veterinary
lic waters of the Territory of New
of
Chicago.
College
Mexico.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Such appropriation Is to be made
Dentistry a Specialty ,
from broad ditches 1 and 3, Chama
corner
river, and No. 2 Willow and Spring Office: East side of plaza,
Sts.
of
and
Frisco
Shelby
0
E.
a
SO
35'
Creeks, at"
points
t
6918.4',

89,

DR.

J. M. DIAZ,

RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACF
Phone, Z 16 Ked
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 220 Black
this application up for consideration
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
on the 20th of October, 1911, and all
persons who may oppose the granting
of the above application must file
their objections substantiated with af
fidavits with the territorial engineer
and copy with applicant on or before
that date.
CHARLES D. MILLER,
Territorial Engineer.

three-bagg-

:

New Mexico.

Attorney-at-La-

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Secon
Meets
and Fourth ThursDelgado's
days,
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Dalsf

"Ty-gers- "

:

Las Vegas,

2879.
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Vlan Who Makes Specialty

that"
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Lodpf

House.
FOR RENT
Regular communication first Monday John Pflueger, the shoe man.

Southern league
Rev. James W. Kramer of Spokane
the sale of OutTigers so far show no signs of slowSays Liberal Use of Printer's
Cleveland club. ing up In their pace.
Ink Pays.
unto Cleveland
Too many managers seem to cause
dissatisfaction In Beantown.'
"I have drawn people to hear my
The fighting spirit of the White Sox lerrrons by advertising.
I have atis always present this season.
tracted them with moving pictures,
The expected slump of the
hot suppers, plnkieas and flowers and
seems indefinitely postponed.
If I have had any degree of
flag3.
Vic Saler has improved a
success In Spokane it is because of
per cent under Chance's tutelage. the liberal use of printer's ink," said
Egan shows them that the old man Rev. Dr. James W. Kramer, pastor of
has not gone back so far as they First Baptist church of Spokane,
thought.
Wash. There is something worse than
In the days of the slugging baseball sensationalism.
It is the inability of
teams five hits make it look like an the church to produce life.
The
air tight game.
church that does not advertise is beMilan, the Washington outfielder, Is hind the times and is nursing empty
considered Cobb's only rival In hitting pews, and he who rails against the
this year by some critics.
minister for advertising is suffering
The best way to become a great ball for a congregation.
I am not an ad
'
player seems to lie in avoiding all the vocate of ragtime methods or vulgar
advice of "inside ball" experts.
for the
I
do
but
plead
preaching,
The Highlanders are to get Third church which is a humming plant of
Baseman Dolan from the Jersey City machinery, with live coals In the fire
club at the end of the Eastern league box, smoke curling from the stack
Tom looked densely and helplessly
season.
nd every belt, wheel and pulley goat his sister, who stood before him
Tony Smith, who was called in by ing. I believe, too, that the people
with tears glistening in her eyes."
Brooklyn when Dolly Stark was crip- need Instruction and that a minister
That we are going to be engaged.
pled, and Bert Tooley went wrong, has of the Gospel, is first, last and all the
and I want to thank you."
been released to Toledo.
time a teacher. There must be life.
Jakey Atz's success with Providence
was a flash only. ."There does not
The Suspicious Turk.
"The Message the Thing."
seem to be anj hope for the Grays,"
John W. Gates, the noted financier.
'The telegram," says Advertising
mourns a Providence writer.
said to a Washington correspondent
Fred Clarke of the Pirates has de- and Selling, "is a common, little
during a recent visit to the capital:
cided that kicking on the decisions of erode, yellow and black affair, but
"Your quotations show suspicion of
we reach for it!
Wall street You appear to look on
umpires does not pay, and has or- with what aviditywe have learned to
That is because
dered his players to stop It also.
Wall street as did the Turkish diplo
information of Im
President Murphy admits he made associate ItAllwith
mat, Mlzrim Bey.
the
costly deckle-edg- e
portance.
"Mizrim Bey was once taken to the
a bad play when he let Luderua slip
stock
and
exquisite
printing and em
Stock Exchange. There the methods
away. He has one consolation there
bossing in many colors that money
are many others In the same boat
f v8,tock speculation were explained
can buy could not add anything to the
to him, and he was shown the marvel
Roy Thomas, the veteran outfielder, face value of the telegram. The mes
e UCKe' nctau oa
OI
is trying hard for a base on balls
W
sage is the thing. If your advertising
every time he comes up to bat He gets the reputation of having the real
""KBt in me
world.
Is making the pitchers' put them over meat in
people will reach for It
to him.
"Well, what do you think of it?
and hang on to it"
Isn't it marvelous V asked his guade.
Is
Ted Sullivan
making a tour of the
It is up to the business man to give
"But Mlzrim Bey, instead of being
east He has been after John I. Tay- his daily message in the morning
overawed, yawned and answered cold
lor to take the Red Sox to Tioga, newspaper telegraphic Importance
:
ly.
Texas, to train next spring. Ted Is a The successful advertisers are those
"For my part I should prefer to
good booster for the Lone Star state. whose contributions to the news of
The combination of Irish and Ger the day are Just as much sought after
play In a game where I could see the
cards shuffled.' "
mans on a ball team seems to be the by readers as the stories of current
"Chick" Fraser.
right one for a winner. The Cubs happenings that are flashed over the
"
til the end of the season. The New have the mixture and the Phillies are wires.
Truly Wonderful.
Orleans manager also gave Pitcher also made up of the Celtic and Teuton
'She's a wonderful woman."
'Yes, Indeed. She can adapt ber "Chick" Fraser, the former National races.
Owner Grayson of Louisville pro
leaguer, his unconditional release.
ball games.
meals to
The man who says that ad
tested, it is said, because St Paul
'
r.
gave Catcher Spencer his uncondi
vertising Is no good has been
Dolly Gray's
JUST 80.
Some of the pinch bitters are like tional release without first asking him
trying to sell goods that are no
The first if he wanted to buy the player. That's
good.
Dolly Gray of Washington.
year Gray was in fast company. Can- - a new one.
National
The
is
league
tillon sent the tall pitcher up as a
staging the
pinch hitter every time one was banner show this year. The American
Advertising Waste.
needed and Gray religiously fanned, league has had the call on the close
A circus man recently ordered
accumulating a batting average of races for several seasons, and it is no
largo advertising poster of his show
something like .007 in April, May and more than right that it should be to
be printed, and objected because
June. When a scribe asked Cantil- - passed around.
was so much clear sky in it.
there
Mack
anxious
secure
to
Connie
is
one
he
afternoon
lon
why
persistently
to advertise the sky.'
"I
ain't
reThe
Joe
Jack Knight again.
sent up Gray,
Indignantly
Highlander be said to the
"I paid
lithographer.
his
career
with the
"Great guns, man, yon shortstop started
sponded:
to advertise my show. Draw
Philadelphia team, but he was a raw you
ought to have seen the
camels and stick them up in tbe
that fellow hit when we were play- youth then and had not developed into few
to have
heavenly blue. I ain't
the star that he Is now.
ing Galveston March 22."
all that good space run to waste."
With Emphasis.
A Delicate Position.
Mistress (hastily sticking a finger
"Would you believe that I once took
Life In a Flat
a. prise which was offered for the most Into either ear) "Kittle, for heaven'i
"What's the matter?"
formed woman In the sake! What does that frightful nolsi
beautifully
"My brother has come to spend the
and profanity in the kitchen mean?"
world, Mr. Smitherton?"
Kittle "Oh, that's nothln', ma'am! night and our flat has no spare room.
"Your question is rather embarrass"Do you think he would know the
Manager I like the fourth act ol ing, Mrs. Gabbsley. If I told yon that It's only cook rejectln' a propos'l ai
difference If you put him up in the
your tragedy the best
I believed you once won such a prize marrij from the ashman!"
.
,
telephone booths T"
., Playwright But it only has three I should perhaps let it be understood
acta to it
that I had devoted special study to
Running Down Rumors
.
"Do you think women would lmprovi
lianager I know.
Dangerous.
your outlines; and if, on the other hand,
"What are you trying to do, son?"
I were to say I did not believe you politics T'
.
finewon
a
in
"rm
have
a prise
tattoln' my arm."
could ever
"Well," replied Mr. Growcher. "aitet
Her Grievance.
I had the name of
"Don't do
contest you would doubtless r ; listening to the conversation on th
nan near vm lost bar voice
shape
'
thaw her toncus got itaek
gard me with disfavor. May I be per lront porch I'll say this for them: II my first wife tattooed on myself and
ur wife's mad because w said:
mitted to avail myself of the sclen- - they ever start an investigation they'll I Pre had a deuce of n time explaining
jrae man Ijave all tljs taokr
It to each of the. rest of my wives."
tlst's privilege and answer yes or not? find oat something,'
:

WANTS

S.

other.

You see, I am dangerous," he be- began.
No I don't," said Regina, feeling
added resentment at the unusual
looks of the intruder.
Aren't you afraid of me?" he
asked pleadingly.
Regina raised her brows haughtily.
and it was not until this presumpt
uous Mr. Titus had actually urged her
to be seated in her own sanctum and
had seated himself at her side that
he was able to explain to her the
cause of the disturbance. It was He- glna's turn to be apologetic theu.
"It's a shame for Tom to drag you
up to this crazy attic," she said: "it's
Just a fad of mine."
After this under the magnitude of
the tutor's manner Regina forgot that
she had ever objected to his intru
sion and wondered why Tom had
never introduced him to her.
I have often wanted to meet you,
Miss Bliss," the tutor told her. "In
fact it has been something of a hard
ship not beln able to know you."
In a few more minutes Regina was
busy over her tea table, and as the
tutor's eyes met hers as she passed
him his cup of tea, she caught her
self blushing foolishly. It was not till
after the light of day had begun to
fade, and Regina had lighted the
shaded lamp on her desk that they
heard footsteps on the stairs below.
"I think they have come to let you
out now," she said as she started to
the door.
But the tutor slipped behind her
and held it closed.
Don't open It till you promise one
thing," he begged as he put his hand
over hers on the door knob. "I want
to come here and see you often.
Right here away from everybody but
you. You will let me, won't you?"
Regina whispered "yes," and then
laughed as she opened the door.
There was Tom, breathless and ex
cited. "They don't have to fumigate
you at all," he gasped. "The man at
the board of health said you couldn't
carry it Oh, hello, sister. I guess
you know Mr. Titus by now."
It was about a month later. Tom
had taken his finals in Latin and had
passed with credit to himself and his
tutor. Now be had come up to see
his sister in her den. There was a
large jar of roses on the desk, a half
a dozen new books, a few prints on
the wall that a more suspicious eye
than Tom's would have recognized as
new.
Suddenly he caught sight of some
papers on the desk.
That looks like Titus' writing," he
said. "He must have scribbled over
everything." He looked sjp to see
Regina blushing with her eyes cast
down. She quickly folded the papers
in her hand.
Tom, dear," she said coming to
wards him and putting her arms up
around his broad shoulders. "Tom, I
want to ask you to forgive me for be
ing so cross about your bringing your
tutor up here. I've wanted to ask
you to forgive me. I am really glad
you did bring him. You see he liked
it, and well, you see he came so
often after you showed him the way
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Before many minutes had passed
Regina came in from school, let herself in the front door and, Impatient
to be at ber writing, passed up to
her attic den.
As she pushed back the door and
stepped Into her room she almost fell
upon the astonished Mr. Titus. He
had been sprawling on her couch,
reading her favorite poems, resting
his head on her cushions. For- a moment they stood looking at each

by Associated Literary
Press.)
The Blisses were gathered in their
cozy living room for one of their
together.
long, cheerful evenings
There were four of them Richard,
Tom, Maud and Regina. Richard, the
head of the family, looked scarcely
more than a boy himself, but there
was his pretty wife, Maud, sitting at
his side darning very small white
socks. At the other end of the table
sprawled Richard's young brother
Tom, with a look of uncomfortable
determination, over a book whose
contents he was not absorbing with
any too great ease. Regina, Richard's
sister, who taught school and longed
to be literary, had withdrawn to a
far end of the room where by the
light of two shaded candles she was
trying to write.
Tom grated his teeth. For Just a
moment he was perilously near saying something that gentle little Maud
didn't allow on these pleasant family
Instead he slammed his
evenings.
book together and came out with a
loud, "Rats!" that made Regina pause
forcibly in her writing and sent her
muse flying. "It just makes
my
blood boil," Tom went on, "to be
stuck with a subject like Latin. The
dean says I can't get my degree if

(Copyright,

APPRECIATES PLAYERS

MEXICAN",

Notice for Publication.
Not coal land.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

July 29, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Seferlno
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who on July
30, 1906, made homestead entry. No.
SE 14,
for lot 3, BE
W
SE 4 of section 23, township IS
N, range 11 E, N. M. P. meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
r
proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before reg
ftfflMi at
fatal-- nr wwolvor TT ft
Santa Fe, N. M., on the 14th day ot
9736-0766-

1-- 2

W. M. SHERIDAN,". D.,
Genito-Urinar- y

Diseases.

THE WASSERMAN & NOQUCH

3AI.YftKJn
ltd Id.ADMINISTERED.

wuw

:

Chemical and Microscopical Ex
aminations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given on
application.
State Nat. Bank Bldf, Albuquerque

N. M

1--

1--

five-yea-

Tjt-ni-

September, 191L
Claimant names as witnesses: Son
aclano Gonzales, Jose L. Martlnes, Domingo Martinet, Juan Jot Martlnes,
all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUED R. OTERO,

Restater.
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GROCERY

BAKERY

AND

X

EVERYTHING THERE IS TO EAT.
GROCERIES Staple and Fancy, Imported and Domestic.
MEATS Pork, Veal, Lamb, Beef, Mutton, Sausage, Fish and
Home-DressHens.
BAKERY Bread, Pies, Cakes, Doughnuts, Cream Puffs, Coffee Cake, Buns, Rolls, Etc.
WATERMELONS AND CANTALOUPES.
VEGETABLES
Celery, Egg Plant, Cauliflower, Cabbage, Onions, Radishes, Lettuce, Green Chile, Bell Peppers, Turnips, Beets, Carrots, Tomatoes, Parsley, Garlic, Cucumbers,
Corn.
Squash, Soup Bunches and Home-Grow- n

pipit
rW

IN

GOLD AND SILVER

FILIGREE

Come in and talk watch with
lis. It will
not obligate
and it may profit you
much.
e w !l explain what constitute
t;me-piec-

S.

"It's Time

You Owned a Waltham."
show yon the exqui-litel- y
thin model Wahhams of
tne Colonial
Series and will
movement
fiame the Waltham
best suited to your require
will

Illl

r,

i

o-

92.

Also

I

FRESH

and

MARKET

CANTELOUPES

ARRIVED

AT NOON,

3 for 25c

Goods

Carpets

Phone. .,92

ID 5

1

-

Second-han- d

New "Eork, N. Y., Aug. 23. Trading
was almost at a complete stanasun
t
during the noon- hour and was
solutely featureless save for a two- noint decline in American Tobacco
Greater dullness ensued
preferred.
as the session progressed, the list
again rising and falling within frac-hh
hnf hioinoaa uraa at o
de- The one feature was a
cline in American Beet Sugar.

'

ta

WD 5

Rugs

MARKET

92.. .Phone... .92

That will go at a low prices. Call
and get prices.

--

104-5--

3--

1--

.

115

SEPARATE COLORS, ANY QUANTITY.
I grow only the best and
variNo
Peas
now.
fine
such
are
have
eties, and they
especially
heretofore been shown in Santa Fe.

CUCpT
n I4L DpAQ
iLnu

Close Was Heavy.
The market closed heavy. Prices
fell again in the last hour under the
weight of Bear pressure but the
movement soon subsided.
COTTON.
'New (York, Aug. 23. Cotton spot
closed quiet, 10 points higher. Middling uplands 12.70; middling gulf
No sales.

ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS
the time to transplant this gorgeous flower. My
the coming
poppy plants are right and will grow and bloom
''
season. 20 cents each; $1.50 per dozen.
Phone, Black 204.

o

'J6

50,000,000

this year it is

JAMES

McCONVERY,

415 Palace Ave.

The Modern Home
of the first requisites of a modern home is an
sanitary plumbing equipment. To
the domestic health and to keep
the home thoroughly clean and
wholesome at all times, plumbing fixtures affording absolute
and perfect sanitation are a
"
'
prime necessity.
"5ttiHr plumbing fixtures
and our expert mechanics will
make your bathroom attractive
and inviting.
Let us give you an estimate.'

QNE

to-da-te,

-

y

than

up-to-d- ate

Now is

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican;
Lexington, Ky., Aug. 23. The Bur-letobacco crop of Kentucky which
was last year estimated to be 300,000,-00-0
pounds will not amount to more

-

AT THE CLARENDON GARDENS.
Phone No. 12.

Tr3H

4

and to failure of hundreds of farmers 4.757.00.
to plant tobacco this year on account
Kansas City, Mo Aug. 23. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
of the large amount of the pooled
10,000,
including,
2,000
crop of other years still unsold.
southerns; market steady; native
steers, $5.258.00; southern steers,
$3.905.50; Southern cows and heifMARKETTKEPORT ers, ?2.G04.50; native cows and
and
stockers
heifers, $2.507.60;
bu.ls, $3.00
feeders, $3.505.80;
MONEY AND METALS. ,
western
$4.007.00;
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 23. Lead, 4.50calves,
western cows,
steady; 4.42
spelter, steady, 6.00. steers, $4.507.50;
$2.754.75.
Wool.
Hogs Receipts, 9,000; market 5 to
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 23.Wool, firm; 10c lower; bulk of sales, 7.30 7.50;
territory and western mediums, 17 2 heavy, $7.35 7.50; packers and butch20; fine mediums, 1718; fine, 11 ers, $7.307.60; lights, 7.257.55.
15
market
7,000;
Sheep Receipts
LIVESTOCK. steady; muttons, 3.253.85; lambs,
Chicago, 111., Aug. 23. Catle Re- $6.156.75.
ceipts, .20,000; best steady, others
Texas UNITED SPANISH WAR
weak; beeves, $5.108.10;
steers, $4.506.45; Western steers,
VETERANS HAVE 46,000.
stockers and feeders,
$4.256.95;
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
$3.105.50; cows and heifers, $2.25
Oklahoma City, OKla., Aug. 23. A
6.40; calves, $6.108.75.
Hogs Receipts, 27,000; market 10c unanimous decision to make every eflower; light, $7.257.80; mixed $7.10 fort to increase their order numerical7.80;
heavy,
$6.957.70;
rough, ly was reached by the United Spanish.
$6.957.20; good to choice heavy, War Veterans at today's session of
$7.207.70; pigs, $5.00fc60; bulk of their reunion in this city.
sales, $7.257.60.
Reports of officers showed that out
market of a field of 250,000 men the order
Sheep Receipts, 25,000;
steady; native, $2.35 3.80; western, has a membership of 46,000. Atlantio
yearlings,
?4.005.25; City was selected at the meetins
$2.653.75;
western ' place next year.
lambs, native, $4.006.65;

12.-9-

Apricots and Crab Apples

DAVID LOWITZKI

1-- 2

4

stabbing. He was arreate(f by Police.
man Baca and Cienfuegos. According
to one report two young men began
boxing in the rear of the saloon and
Sanborn is said to have gotten the
that a flst flsrht was on and LOMBARDY DEVASTATED BY
FEARFUL RAIN STORMS.
that he tried to separate the combat-- j
ants. It is alleged he used a good!
sized pocket knife to do the separat- Some Fatalities and
Many Vine
ing and that he did not confine his
yards Destroyed Bridges
Washed Out.
As a
attention to the combatants.
pugilist Sanborn. is said to be the
(By Special Leased ITne to New Mexican)
equal of any his size in New Mexico.
Rome, Aug. 23. Torrential rains
accompanied by high winds have falFURTHER DECLINES ON
NEW YORK EXCHANGE. len for 24 hours in Lombardy, devas
tating the Tich province. Many houses
Pacific
Touches' Lowest have been blown down and some fatal.
Southern
ities have resulted. Bridges have been
Point Atchison and Readcarried away by swollen streams and
Decline.
ing
enormous damage has been done to
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) vineyards.
New York, Aug . 23 The market
moved within an extremely narrow TREMENDOUS DROP IN
BURLEY TOBACCO CROP,
range during the early session, light
rises alternating with declines. Bus- Kentucky Will Harvest Only OneSixth as Much as it Did
Last Year.

- NOW

HOUSE TOR RENT

two-poi-

Closing Quotations.
New York, Aug. 23. Prime paper,
4
4
per cent. Mexican dollars, 45; call money setady, ruling
per cent; amalgamated,
rate, 2
CO
Atcison,
sugar, 1145
Great Northern, pfd., 124
New York Central, 104; Northern PacSouthReading, 143
ific, 118
Union Pacific,
ern Pacific, 111
169
steel, pfd.
steel, 72

night,
and Ernest A. Slaughter are at their
inch fell, the temperature dropping ,
me8 8uffering wlth knlfe woundB
and bruises received in a "mix up"
was
64
only
degrees.
yesterday
in a saloon here last night and H. G,
Miss Mora Dead Miss Amalia Mora
aged 18 years, died this morning at her
home after a lingering illness. She
was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mora who live on Canyon road.
The funeral will be held at 7 a. m.
tomorrow from the Cathedral.
Interment will be made in Rosario ceme- -

'3-- 8

ab-a-

..

Wood-Davi-

The Jeweler

Just receiveda large lot
of

in Southern Pacific, which
rkorded a new Iow Price for toe
,
Un-From this level there was slight recov- ' Bonds were easier.
The Scottishl
..
Business at Low Ebb.
..
OTir
r
0f 1

..a.xju

SPITZ,

cents.

-

Akers-Wagn-

An- -

Ltbem

"
and Cream always on hand j
Masons Zi
on Out nq
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black,.,,. Masnna .n ara
i.. nnnvonrirtn
v.
lOO
j
011
an automobile
outing today.;
itr.x--.Trt
uai .ui uiaurei nuu vail Ahnnr twanfv n.ni,h w.po in vi.
speak English and Spanish. Inquire dence and ach carried many dllgntJ
Coronado restaurant.
ed paBSengerg wearing violet ribbons
Boys that have the blues, take no- - '
Kcinn
th., n.ta
Hardware proceeded around tne historic p,aza,
jtice! Read
il m beginning right in front of the End
unnmu) a iu.ciuatuieuu
help some.
of tne Santa Fe Trail Marker. They
FOUnd A gOld COllar pin On Upper'
, c
Tr.a aA U
Palace ave. The owner may obtain virons,
the signts.
seeing
it by paying for this advertisement. Two Vocalists of Note Two vocal- Ill Palace ave.
ists of note will be heard Saturday
Commissioner-- ?
The
Adjourned
at Library Hell where Miss Virboard of county commissioners ad- night
ginia Bean gives her farewell recital.
journed yesterday after examining, One will be Miss Inez Eklund of Clayaccepting and approving the assessN. M., and the other Mrs. W. D.
ment roll for 1911 of Santa Fe county. ton,
of Pike's' Peak, Colorado.
Salmon Sets the Pace Santa Fe Hayes,
Mis Eklund sang here Sunday at the
need
badly a first class First
always did
Presbyterian church and delight- This
establishment.
dressmaking
ed with her sweet, well trained voice.
progressive store slips in and fills the Mrs.
Hayes is well known as a singer
long felt want. Ladies, this is for you. to Santa Feans and her appearance on
Read the advertisement below.
the program will insure its success.
More Rain Predicted Rain Is preThe recital begins:; at 8:30 p. m.
dicted for today and tomorrow by the
Two Injured in FightFred Valdez
Las
.27
of
an
bureau.
weather

Ro-sal-

Waltham Watches
Vi'e

U

'

We recommend Waltham Watches
because we believe them to be the
best.
Our stock offers a wide assortment of

rood

flJ1"ta

f

Milk

Opals,

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
Jj

Lorenzo Gutierrez, jr., and Adolf o

rimF,

Turquoise, Laveliers,
Amethysts,

Thursday.

Salt Bricks for your horse and cow conducted
j

i
No.
4. i
Phone

F. Andrews

I

'

ed

Phone No. 4.

QUIT QflHBfl HI

t ihl

MARKET

-

tery. Undertakers Mulligan and Eis4 iness continued In restricted volume
lug are in charge of the arrangements, and the list was most often without
Babies Dying Luz Oyvca, definite tendency. Among the adverse
chili nuumi vi . theMany months
old baby of Mr. and factors was thetalk of general
eight
Lauriano Oyaca died of stomach trenehment by railroads and other
yesterday. The funeral took dications of arrested development,
X
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 23.
2 o'clock this afternoon from
at
gether with suggestions of labor trou-th- e
The weather for New Mexico is X
week there were bles. - Before noon, Union Pacific, U.
Last
Cathedral,
local rain tonight and probably X
deaths of infants, and on Fri-s- .
steel, Reading, and Atchison were
X many
Continued cool.

'TUE

Andrews "Cash" no. 4

no- - 4

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 23, 1911.

believ-

safe-gua-

up-

1

-

rd

I

FOR SALE BY
v

Santa Fe Hardware & iSupply Co.

C

The great shortage is due to the
worst drouth in years; to hail storms

ed.

H,

i

I

Ottff New Addition

Jos?

tfie Big Be

ever succeeded by accident. You might have efficient salesmen, a good
store location and a pleasing personality, but IF you don't give your customers a sign
of improvement as good as your neighbors you simply can't do THE business. Now, it is
easy to be "as good as" any competitor, but in these days of 191 l a man's got to. be better or
be beaten, and success crowns only that which is best.
'.'Z

N

O MERCHANT

'

SADIES, LISTEN!

MRS. CLEO VERNE, from Oklahoma City

has come to our city to open a First-Cla-

ss

Dressmaking Shop in the Balcony, second story, of the BIQ DEPART
MENT STORE. Mrs. Cleo Verne comes to(5anta Fe with a high recommendation, has been in the Dressmaking Business for over ten years, has worked for
"
large establishments, does "classy work, all her Fashions are gathered by correspondent designs 'from Paris and style centers. She
will guarantee perfect fit if not, the loss will be her's. To be successful you must be well dressed that is the decision of public opin-jo- n,
with Mrs. Cleo Verne. To com
against whose rulings there is no appeal. You can't go wrong if you leave your measure
plete her department she wishes to inform the ladies that in altering
work will be a specialty. . . .
Skirts and Suits, first-cla,

to-d- ay

ss

San Francisco St.

COME TO SEE HER

MATHM SALPDH

;

